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of the XV U.S. Army
iiineral
irt is, and Ma j. (;en. Raymond W.
t’utiis I ret,i, who recommended
the chancellor for the medal.
The citation, making the chancellor eli..;ihle for the medal, read
:is follows: "As president of the
City College of New York, Dr.
I3uell G. Gallagher contributed immeasurably to the success of the
United Slates Army Reseme Officer Training corps at that institution. Significant among his many
achievements was the integration
of the ROTC progiam into the edu-

cations!. civic and social objectives
of the city college.
IMPACT OF WISDOM
"The impact of his wisdom, personality and enthusiasm Wa.S 111081
inspirational to the cadets. By personal example Dr. Gallagher motivated the ROTC students to a
more realistic recognition of citizenship responsibilities to the nation they serve.
"Through his unceasing efforts.
the ROTC program at the city, college . . . became a .vital and dynamic element of the educational
curriculum and an outstanding example of the effective effort of
colleges and univeisities to fur:hi-II
the best graduates r,r continued
development as the nation’s in litre military leaders."
CIVILIAN RECOGNITION
In presenting the citation. Maj.
Gen. Curtis said, "Because Buell
G. Gallagher does not wear a military uniform, the U.S. Army risognized his serviees through the
award of the Civilian Serve,’
medal,
"But ci a vely real sense." the
major generid ,iiiil. "he has served
the army and the Italica) with the
...eltless des 0lI.11 anti the iin...skerv140.011
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD is made by Maj. Gen. Raymond
W. Curtis (rat) to Dr. 111;e11
G. Gallagher, chancellor of California
state colleges, for his
contribution to the success
"immeasurable
of the U.S. Army
ROTC while president of the City College of
New York.
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Dr. Gallagher spoke to SJS facfollowing
members
veleulty
monies earlier in the afternoon atf
which he was presented the medal
for outstanding civilian service by
the U.S. Army.
"It Is time that we of the (ten (continued on Page :4
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Classic Films
Sets Showing
Of ’Ugetsu’

Sigmund Freud

by Helen Waiker Puner will

be

reviewed by Dr. Norman L. Egget, associate professor of psychology, at 12:30 p.m. today in rooms
A and B of the Spartan cafeteria.
Mrs. Puner’s book, "Freud-- His
I,ife and His Mind." discusses the
relationship between
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Freud’s life

and his theories, according to Dr.
Egger.
Dr. Egger’s review is one of a
series of faculty book talks being
pr,,,,nti.d by the Faculty Librai y
committee this semester.
"Freud’s theories are directly
related to his own personal experiences." Or. Ftrger said. "limyever, this doesn’t make his conclusions invalid by any means," he
added.
As an example Dr. Egger pointed out that Freud’s relationship
with his father and mother and the
fact that he was a Jew have Issa,
tied in with his theories by a ntir
her of Writers. Ite Egger said
Ice agrm-s with this view.

The Clat,ae F11111 st.ries will present "Ugetsu," a .Japanese pr,duced film, tomorrow at 330 p.m.
in T1155 and at 7 p.m. in Concert
hall.
"Llgetsti," filmed in 1954, won
the Grand Prize at the Venice
Film Festival. The film was pmduccd by Masaiehi Nagata. It is
presented with Japanese dialogue
and with English subtitles.
The scenes in the movie, set in
16th century Japan, alternate brtween the violence of military
the country’ scenes and a n’
eerie quality in the city scent’s
Cue magazine described ti:
movie as "wrought in striking
. . the art is uniartistic form
versal, the poetry ageless."
A documentary on Renaissance
Florence. "Proud Citadel." will
also be presented.
The series is sponsored by the
ASH Spartan Prograin committee
and the Audio -Visual Center.

’Bomb’ Could Explode
Instead of SJS Bonfire
A bomb may be exploded on I taken to contact Jitc Strout). head
the rally committee’s plans for a of the Fair commission, and Willittle
Felse. business manager
bonfiri- rally Friday night.
The bonfire rally was set for of st udent affairs, \eh., are both
7 15 p.m. Friday at an old lot out 01 tonTi.
It is hoped Felse will be able to
outside the Santa Clara county
convience the County I’, viii of
tairgrounds on First st.
But the County Fair commission -’Stipemisors that S.IS has -adehas now decided SJS does not quate" coverage arid should be
have adequate insurance coverage, permited to hold the tior.fire rally.
office
Dodson said the act i it
according to Dick Dodson. assistant to the dean if student activi-i should have the final decision by
this afterni,in
ii’.,
ii, bonfire rally teaybe !
ride3
the bonfire
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Prof To Review
Indian Philosophy Dr. W. H. Vatcher:
In Speech Tonight Africa Talk Set
Trailittonal values and ways ri!
Today at 11:30 a.m.
life of ancient India sersiis

Th, h.ok does not require
I sychology baekgrnund for complete understanding of it. De f:MOderll
1.!Vi. said. "It is rather chatty and ccestern thow-r.hls oil,atites Will’
Vatelw.
Dr. Villtate
tea profountl," he said.
ra. reviewed hy lit’. jay Nicoll-’ sismite twnfeSsor of pOillii..,
II lime istituits Dr. Egger will
cli h, assoetate prolessicr of phi- I Nice. will present his idiridiscuss one FINIH’et of psychoanal- losophy, at 8 o’clock timight in "The Rise of Afrikaner Nic.
i.isis which particularly interests MO fireside roofn of the First ’ ism- in a Concert -1.1:M bet..
him the death instinct. Ile said Unitarian church, 160 N Third’ ll .30 a.m. today.
lie will relate it to the present st.
The political science prier world situation in which nuclear’
In ihis’ iissing "Indian Philosophy has traveled extensively in
warfare is a constant danger.
and the World Community’., Dr. is is parts cii Atnea
There will be time for questions McCullough will try to show In-, southern area s a s backolround
friim the audiencie at the conclu- dias relation with and reactions the study of Afi.ikimer national
sion of the talk. Dr. Egger said. III the new demands made upon ism.
Mrs. Putter is an associate itch - her by the western world.
Vatither cc ill discuss Alm
tor of Parents’ magazine.
Dr. :McCullough gat hered ma- kit cut’ histitry and predict what ii
from
Egger
WaS
graduated
Dr.
terial for the speech while int a thinks might happen to the Whit
San Diego state college in 1916 Fulbright grant in India last year South Afroians in the future Ac
to Dr
He received his M.A. in 194h and tie did research on particular
Vatcher
the his Ph.D. in 1934 from the Viii. problems in Buddhism and Hind- peolle
are "alone in a ht,S11
versIty of California.
dtlism there and worked with cc "id "
The late-mornitig lectuiv. spa,
He taught at San Francisco lily 1’ih8tian refugees and monks. Ile
I h t he ertilege lee Nee Coe,
college and the University of Cali- spent most of his time at the
fornia before coming to &IS in Banaras-Ilindu
ve rsity in mittee, is open students
to
Is,’
litIty and the public.
1953.
1Hanaras, India.

Daly dc’
dei isions plague everyone s:
But when they have to do with Zt.
aprotubtluemre.career, they’re really a s‘s.
If your indecisions fall in this
Os area, you might try looking into
the advantages of a career in
s life insurance sales, leading to
sales management. Were look
mg for young men with indite
ss, live, young men who want Job
npportund,es that will grew with
them. And we’re equipped to
st start you on your training pro.
s: gram now, while you’re still in
school.
Just cart out office. or write
for the free booklet, "Career
Opportunities"
:‘

210 NORTH FOURTH ST.
Phone CY 7-5707
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Bombs Can Backfire
super-bomb, an
the explosion Monday of
illustration of the military prowess of the Soviet Union. it has
bevome quite obvious that the people of the world do nut like
what is going on.
Not since the Hungarian uprising in 1456 has so much criticism, abuse and downright contempt been heaped upon the
USSR for its policies and actions.
Aspects of the blast are twofold: I I) it show- the world
what Russia can do, and 12 I it show. the world that the Russian leaders do not have the slightest regard for thc welfare of
not only the present generation but also of generation- to come.
It demonstrates irrevocably that Russia cares not for the health,
even existence. of people yet unborn, whether they be communist or capitalist.
It illustrates. further, a horrible and frightening arrogance,
one more monstrous example of the maxim: "Power corrupts,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely."
Far front cowing the neutralists, panicking the "Western
Imperialists" and sending both gToups into a state of speechless
shock, the detonation of the bomb has elicited wave after Na%e
of angry outcries directed solely at the Kremlin.
Instead of awe, the blast created rage. indignation and.
contempt, and it will be some time before the world
forgets the blatant disregard of human welfare that the Soviet
nion has so powerfully exhibited.
It will he POMP time before communist propaganda is again
very effective in the vigorous war for the minds of men now being staged in Africa, Asia and South Ameriea.
The current test series and the stiper.bomb, however, have
also created a problem for the United States.
New weapons have been added to the arsenals of those
within the U.S. who advocate resumption of atmospheric testing "for security reasons."
Great pressures are now being brought to bear upon the
administration to resume the program whose obvious byproduct is the further systematic pollution of the world’s atmosphere.
On the other hand, the U.S. now finds ’elf
p
in the enviable
position of being able to point an accusing finger, along with
the rest of the world, at a nation which, even now, is bloody ing
its hands in the sacrifice of future generations.
The U.S., now, is not as it has been in the pastin "a
glass house" throwing stones.
It has the opportunity and the obligation to commit itself,
once and for all, to thc future of mankind hy not yielding to
the form of hysteria that calls for the matching of Soviet feats
one by one with equivalent L.S. feats.
Should the U.S. resume its atmospheric testing, regardless
of justification, the burden of world hatred that the Soviets
now shoulder almost alone would be distributed between the
two powers. Never again could this nation lay claim to a -moral
leadership.’ in any sense of the term.
There are few in the world who doubt the ability of the
U.S. to set off a super-bomb. There are many, however, who
fervently hope that it will not, for leadership in the area of
atmospheric pollution should he left entirely with Russia..1.T.
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Mum’s the word for
the Homecoming Game!
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atmosphere of the
Homecoming Game
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your date a
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NEOPHYTES HONORED
Newly initiated members of
Alpha Phi sorority were honored last week at a luncheon
given by the alumni at the home
of Mrs. Fred A. Wool in San
Jose. Following initiation rites
a banquet was given In the new
actives’ honor. Neophytes are
Barbara Bowman, Kathy Byrne,
Sue Thwaits. Sheila Hildreth,
Val Johnson, Sue Adelmann,
Sue Pasquali, Sandy Buerman
and Bobbie Anderson with Caryl
Hardy named outstanding
pledge. Newly elected officers of
the fall pledge class’ are Lana
Lawson, president; Janet Bertino, vice president; Ingela Hansen, seci:etary; Pat Argilla,
social chairman: Mary Jo Abascal, scholarship chairman; Darlene Anderson, treasurer and
Sally Sirgo, song and gift chairman. Alpha Phis joined Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity last Friday
afternoon at Rollerland for a
roller skating exchange. Future
social activities include a dance
in honor of the fall pledges Nov.
18 at the Los Gatos Swim and
Racquet club.

A KEEN Football Game
There I sathuddled close to my radio on a windy and chilly
Saturday afternoon. The score stood 043 with but one half left
to play.
"Nuts," I thought, "they’ll blow another one."
But Mudville wasn’t playing. And Casey didn’t strike out.
When the fog had cleared our man Casey, better known as Chon
Gallegos, had hit two six-point homers to that marvelous end,
OfiCar Donahue, and Mack Burton had thundered 53 yards for six
more. Smokey Clifton’s infallible toe accounted for the other three
points.
During the final few seconds I began to think that the last 30
minutes of football had been an auditory mirage and that Mudville
really was playing.
Again I erred!
Our other man named Casey, who prefers an equally famous
moniker, Mr. Roberts, snared one off the center field wall to preserve a winning 21-19 count.
9 0 9 9 9 9

Or, at least, I think that was the score. Earl Russell, who
relays what heroes are up to via radio KEEN, said so.
KEEN is a wonderful radio station if you’re a manic depressive trying to work into the proper frame of mind to end it all.
In fact, when ah’m through with a hard day of ridin’ the range
and feel too plum tuckered out to clean the stables, ah always
turn on KEEN to sort o’ git inta the mood.
Mr. Russell probably fits prutty well inta the scheme
things
down that et KEEN.
How well he fits behind a microphone at a footiall game is
another matter. Quoth or Earl:
"Well, let’s see if the Cougars can get back into the ball game."
Replies Art Johnson, SJS publicist and, broadcast partner:
"Well, actually, Earl, they’re still pretty much in the ball game
since they’re only behind by a point."
NO GAMBLERS, THEY
Or: "Whatd’ya think, Art? Will the Spartans gamble and’ go
for two, or will they play it safe and kick?"
"Well, actually, Earl. all they need is a one-point conversion
to take a 14-13 lead, so I’m sure that’s what they’ll do."
All by himself Mr. Russell managed this perceptive portion of
announcing:
.
"Johnson barrels into the line, gains maybe three or four yards.
No, no, it looks like he only gained a yard or so. No, no, they’re
placing the ball down ... yes, yes, that’s it. Johnson lost a yard!"
Fortunately, Johnny Johnson, who is the Spartans’ "steel-drivin’
man," didn’t lose yards often.
SJS, in fact, sounded so good, I think it’s a downright shame
we’re not in the top 10 this week. Comparative scores prove that.
BETTER THAN OHIO STATE
SJS beat Colorado state, 14-0. Colorado state lost to Wyoming
by 11 (7-181. Wyoming tied Kansas (6-6). Kansas lost to Texas
Christian by one ,16-7). TCU tied Ohio state (7-7). Therefore, the
Buckeyes are only 12 points better than Colorado state who, as
you recall, is 14 points inferior to San Jose.
I ask you, fans. Why aren’t the Spartans ranked fifth nationally in place of Ohio state? I’ll tell you why. Those Eastern sportswriters are biased.
Now, hold on! Come to think of it, SJS lost to Idaho by nine
k(18-27), and the Vandals were creamed by Washington state, 34-0.
That means that the Cougars should have smashed our favorites
by 43 points. But, gee, according to Mr. Russell on the radio . . .
Ya’ can’t trust anybody these days.
That’s Earl Brother!

s ’The Burning of the Lepers
k To Be Presented in San Francisco
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"The Burning of the Lepers,"
by San Francisco playwright,
Wallace Hamilton will be pre-

sented as the second production
of the season by the Interplayers, San Francisco theater company.

SpeZtanallij

The play will open its limited
run Nov. 10. It will be presented
at 8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday nights and at 7:30 on Sundays at the Bella Union theater
at Kearny and Washington sts.

Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers Association. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College :except Saturday
and Sunday, during college year. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainderof-school basis. In fall semester $4; in
spring semester, $2. CV 4.6414Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising
BO. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of
Globe Printing Co. Office hours 1:454:20 p.m., Monday through Friday. My
phone calls should be made during then
hours.
Editor
JAY THORWALDSON
Advertising Manager .. MIKE FUJIKAKE
Day Editor
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’LITTLE SISTERS’ ELECT
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity has announced the names
of 11 girls selected to the order
of Little Sisters of Minerva.
New members are Cynthia Byers, Carole Carlso n, Jayne
Chambers, Kathy Co u c h oi s,
Lolly Fasani, Carole Gordon,
Yvonne Lemmon, Kaye McCrohan, Bernie Mangseth, Jill
Reichard and Karen Wells. An
election of officers was held at
the last meeting of the Little
Sisters and the following g/els
were chosen to fill positions:
Sharon Brantley, president;
Jayne Chambers, vice president:
Lolly Fasani, secretary; Carole
Carlson, treasurer; and Cynthia
Byers, publicity chairman.

o-Round

MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

RATS b....t.Eer

OFFICERS
Nancy Whitcombe is the newly elected prexy of Kappa Alpha
Theta’s fall pledge class. Other
officers are Sharon Hale, vice
president; Pat Lynde, secretary
and Cindy Conrad, treasurer.
Thetas recently chose Joyce Anthony and ATO Larry Armstrong 1,, represent the house
in the forthcoming Betty Coed-

Joe College contest.
’Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant professor of sociology
and Jack Pierce, instructor in
anthropology, were recent guest
speakers at the Chi Omega
house. Dr. Cadwallader discussed possibilities of a thermonuclear war and Mr. Pierce
spoke on characteristics and responsibilities of the, individual
in an "affluent" society.
INITIATION RITES HELD
Last Sunday was a red letter
day for Norma Galinsky, Linda
Pierce, Diane Woodard and
Honey Wade, who became full
fledged members of Gamma Phi
Beta sorority in ceremonies
which took place at the chapter
house.
NEWLY PINNED
Valerie Johnson, Alpha Phi
sophomore general elementary
education major, Oakland, ti,
Mike Zarzana, Phi Sigma Kappa
sophomore business administration major, Whittier.
Gale Grosskopf, Kappa Alpha

* NOTICE Shorten’,
Please Bring
Student Body Cards
Throw Pillows
69c
Bed Pillows
995
Well Pictures
$2.99
Door Mirrors
52.99
Odd Living Room Tables S2 99
4 -Drawer Chest
$17 95
Studio Couch
$29
Solid Maple Desk
$38
Bed DivanSofa by day,
bed by site
539
Bunk Beds Complete.
Spring & Mattress
$49
Plastic Naugahyde
Sofa & Choirs
$69
Danish Style
Sofa & Chairs
$79
Complete Bedroom Sets:
Include Double Dresser,
Book Case, Bed Frame.
Box Spring & Mattress

FURNITURE

Students will appear in live
Music performances tomorrow
at 11:30 a.m. in Concert hall.
as part of the survey of music
literature class. Music by Bach.
Haydn and Mozart will be played by Camilla Shelden, Dick
Woodruff and Nancy Daggett

DISCOUNT

’ Look Homeward Angel" will
be presented By the Comedia
Repertory company Friday night
at 8:30. The theater is located
at 1300 El Camino Reid Menlo
Park.
-

The Interplayers will cele,
brate their 15th year of play
production with this original
play with Leon Forties directing.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
SALE

Music Performances

10%
OFF Regular
Menu Prices to
Students. Bring
Your ASB Card.
Offer Good Only
Monday through
Thursdays.
HERB’S

$89

HOUSE
82 E. Santa Clara
Corner of Third

W. C. LEAN JEWELERS
... 53 years in San Jo.-c

a unique setting
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Friday Night Drama

Based on historical incidents
in Medieval France, the play
offers a comparison with problems in our own time.

HEADING FOR A WEDIMNG
Details for a wedding late
next summer is being planned
by Alice Ann Clark, junlor music major and Robert Fenton,
Theta Xi senior industrial manag,einent major, San Jose

ts.ts PROFESSORS SPEAK

DZ’s HOLD OPEN HOUSE
The SJS chapter of Delta
Zeta sorority will hold an open
house Nov. 5 from 2 to 4 p.m.
for alumni, parents and guests.
A full round of activities has
been scheduled with refreshments being served by members.

Tickets may be reserved by
calling SUtter 1-9909.

Theta senior business manage.
ment major, to Sigma Chi Jim
Manwaring, graduate student
attending San Francisco state.

. . . diamond
engagement and
wedding ring sets
from our outstanding
selection.
We have styles to
thrill every bride
.. excellent values in every
price range dependent
upon the size of the
renter stone . . .
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scandal magazines and is devoid
of any rhetorical skill whatsoever.
I thank him for the intimate
personal glimpses, hut I find
myself no more enlightened on
the issues after reading his effort.
I. for one, would like to hear
a logical, reasonable rejoinder to
Arita’s charge, written in something resembling English. I hope
one is forthcoming.
Roger Harrison
ASB 10877

Student Startled
At Daily’s Attitude
Editor:
I was startled at the attitude
the Spartan Daily staff has taken as to Its obligation to the
student body. The student body
of this campus is represented
by an active student government. This government has a
direct responsibility to every
student on campus. Many students are either completely in
the dark about what our government does, or they are bewildered by the contradictory
reports which appear in the
paper. Brent Davis, ASS president, has always expressed a
sincere desire to have a better
representative government and
to make the goal of the government known to all concerned
the entire student body. I feel
that a "president’s report" each
Wednesday is a definite step in
acquiring a well informed campus and should be established.
The student government does
not wish to place "infringements
on a free college press." Its main
concern is that the Spartan
Daily assume the role of "watch
dog" on the campus governmentto criticize and to suggestto keep the student body
informed on every issue. I also
support one of the other suggestionsthat the Spartan Daily
critically interview each Student
Council member in terms of the
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lecoatti Anzovhere
... to enhance your enjoyment of
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our

superb cuisine
Definitely conducive to the fine art of dining
well is the atmosphere of quiet elegance and
good taste in which our delicious foods are
served. It adds so much to the occasion!
1401 South F;rst St.
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issues at hand not to present
biographies). I feel that this will
achieve’ an awareness of the
stands taken by the student representative to our Student
Council.
It Martin
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’Faith in Mankind
Is Not a Disgrace’
Editor:
Your series on civil defense,
(Oct, 27), includes the comment
"there are those who say that
shelters are not the answer.
They would rather that the efforts now being expanded (sic)
on civil defense be channeled
into disarmament efforts. The
record of such efforts, however,
is not very encouraging."
Perhaps this is a clue that
THEY don’t say it loud enough
and long enough. Those who
wish to see a change in this insane race toward annihilation
must let their voices be heard.
One must let it be known if he
doesn’t want to be written off
by shelter advocates who are
"conceding there might be 50
million Americans killed . . ."
There is no disgrace in letting
it be known that one has faith
in mankind to settle differences
without murder and suicide.
Peace will cease being a dirty
word only when it is spoken by
all those who believe in it, and
loudly advocated by those who
know that nuclear war can have
no victor.
Leonard Feldman
asst. professor of mathematics’
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The Absolute. There is a careful
distinction between confronting
The Absolute, and in trying to
make absolute answers as a result of the confrontation. Does Dr
Koestenbaum’s posit ion make
claims to either absolute answers,
or to a confrontation of The Absolute, the Ground of our being?
SECONDLY, I though I heard Dr.
Koestenbaum state that his position rested upon no pre-suppositions. This I would question. I
find it hard to accept any position
which claims to have no pre-supposition, for in all positions, even
the Christian one, we do start
with basic pre-suppositions or
axioms which cannot be analytically proven.

THIRDLY. I am sorry that Dr.
Koestenbaum had to hurry his
lecture at the end, I think we lost
some of the sharpness which he
could have given to us. But. again.
I thought his conclusion seemed
to be that man must now look
within himself for his answers.
It has always been the position
of the historic faith in which I
stand that the real problem of

man was that he is too self-concerned, that he made himself too
much the object of his concern,
that he, by looking into himself.
became his own god, and that this
is the essential Sin of Mankind!
Have I mis-understood Dr. Koestenbaum here? If not, then it
seems to me that he has suggested
a shift from the false god of culture, or the false god of dogma.
to an equally false god of the self.
If the Biblical symbolism of the
pre-historical parts of Genesis
says anything, it does say that
man is finite in his knowledge.
that he cannot look to himself for
total solutions; but rather that
man is a creature dependent upon
a Creator for a "way out." Again,
does existentialism and phenomenology helps us to adequately
confront our Creator?
I make the critical remarks
only to stimulate dialogue, and I
hope we have more lectures of
this calibre which will raise the
real question of our age.
Don Emmet
Presbyterian Campus Pastor for
United Campus Christian Ministry

Group To Present 3 One-Act Plays
At City College
’Madame Butterfly,
"M adame Butterfly’ will be
presented by the San Jose Opera
assn. Nov. 18 and 25, at the
Ft oosev elt auditorium 19’30 E.
Santa Clara at.
The presentation will be sung in
English with Dorothy Hiura Japanese operatic star starring as the
girl who falls in love with a Naa y
lieutenant.

Drama students oi San Jobe
city college will present three oneact plays tomorrow. Friday and
Saturday without charge at 8:30
p.m. in the college’s Studio 75.
"Hello from Bertha- by Tennessee Williams; "The Sandbox" by
Edward Alive; and ’’A Midsummer Night’s Dream" will be offered.

Tickets for performances are on
sale in the San Jose box office
in the St. Claire hotel, CY 5-0888
or at the San Jose Opera assn
460 Park

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
Quick Dependable
Sorties Cone le

Per

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
13 E. Santa Cuero

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!
Just Give Us a Call
Orders to Go
TAMALES
ENCHILADAS
TACOS
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS

674 N. 13th

EL FARO TACO BAR

CY 4-7468

Campus Lecturer
’Opened the Doors’
It was singularly refreshing to
have a college lecturer deal with
the problem of man as was the
case last week when Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum helped rif. explore
the area. It seemed to me that he
has now opened the doors for a
very fruitful dialogues, a dialogue’
which is badly needed in cur sotture. He is, indeed. coirect when
he states that the basic quest on
of our time concerns "the meaning of existence." We see this
question cropping mit in everything from bemb shelters to La
Doke Vita. It was gocd to have
Dr. Keestenbaum raise with real
strength the problems of free will,
of per9onal responsibility, of sin
and guilt, all cf wilish seem to
have been minimized in a pursuit
of the purely scisnliiic and 9na13.7able Dr. Koestenbaum, ,it seemed
to me. has re-established the
significance et the emotive and
experiential aspect: cf the human
being as a subject ct valid inquiry,
and, maybe not cnly valid but
absolutely essent al. All this is to
the good.
I do ccnfess. however, a certain
disturbance with some aspects of
his argument. FIRST, it seemed
to me that he wres offering a
complete new "way out," almost a
new "religion." Dees he feel in
Existentialism and Phenomenology
that we have answers to the human problem? It would seem to
me that his is one reply to the
problem, but not the answer. Even
the faith in which I stand makes
no claim for absolute answers,
but rather replies to problems of
man out of an experienee with

53 STORE SHOPPING
OPEN 3 NITES EACH WEEK
MONDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

WELCOME
SAN JOSE STATE ALUMNI

Kick Off the Homecoming
And holiday Festivities With a New,
Exciting Hairstyle. Call Today
For Your Appointment.

From the Valley Fair Merchants

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK
9 a.m. until 9 p.m.

1.0% Student
Discount

from 12.97

Ewer, Tinting and lilexelling
Persanalired Hairstyling
Skilled HairArtista to (Is,
Prominent tt ssinIS
You Personal I :nnoultetion
and Sersire
IMF, BETWEEN

CLASSES

ACROSS

WE ARE JUST

FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

SE
i1

Campus Beauty
Salon
Fernando

CY 11186

For most fashion
mileage, come
choose from our
cozy and casual
car coats ...
warmly lined and
smartly styled.
A big selection.
Sizes 6-18

,
-41
00erta
Sari S. First

Arvin’s Maternity Shop
C. H. Baker
Bank of America
Beatrice Self Lamps
Beauty Salons
Blooms Shoe Store
Bob & Guy Fountain
Cable Car
Catholic Supply Store
Campi Music
Celebrity House
Coast Radio
Don Ell’s Pastry Shop
Gem Shoe Repair

General Finance
Grodins
Guttman ’s
Harris & Frank
Dr. Alan Hobert - Optometrist
Heide’s Natural Foods
House of Fabrics
Howard Peterson’s
Jay Vee
Jenkel Jewelers
Joseph Magnin
Kathy Don

Kay Jewelers Optometrist
Leeds
Lerner Shops
Macy’s
Manning: Coffee Cafe
McWhorter -Young

Sommer & Kaufmann
Stuart’s
The Fashion
Thom McAn
U S. Post Office
U. S. Navy Recruiting Office
Valley Fair Barber Shop
Mode O’Day
Valley Fair Bottle Shop
Olan Mills Photo Studio
Valley Fair Cleaners
Pay Less Drugs
Valley Fair Market
Pine Cone Inn & Branding Iron
Wally’s Karrnelliorn
San Jose Paint & Wallpaper
Webb’s Photo Supply
See’s Candies
Webster:
Simoni’s Furniture
F. W Woolworth Co.

VALLEY FAIR kegicnai SHOPPING CENTER
Stevens Creek Blvd. at the Freeway *

Acres of Free Parking

4-ST %Fit

sr. _
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inrtn nate
Nations React With
Fear to Russian Bomb

La Torre Pic Appointments
Available Until Nov.8 in TH16
Appointments to
Pictures taken for
Torre can be made
affairs business
through Nov. 8.

ha’, e senior
the 1962 La
in the student
office, TH16,

Fifty cents will be charged at
the time of the appointment plus
$1 charge by the photographer at
the time of the sitting.
Photograph-, will be taken NM,.
14 through Dec 7 between 9 a at

Editor’s Not, Russia’s giant nuclear
Monday infected mankind
with shock, fear, anger, frustration
and hat*. At glance, here rue the
troubled world.
reactions of

and 5 p.m. in the AWS lounge of
the College Union. 315 S. Ninth
St.
An additional 50 cents will he
charged far a second appointment
tor those missing the first one
without prior notice to the photographer’s secretary in the Cullege Union.
Senior members of fraternities
and sororities will be scheduled
with their own organization.
,,

explosion

(UPI )-Diploma t ic sources said
it is unlikely that the U.N. will
censure Russia for exploding a
50-megaton super bomb because
any such action probably would
he met by the same cold reception
that their "solemn appeal" got in
the Kremlin.
A member of the Congressional
atomic energy committee predieted that the administration will
nnounce "within a few days" a
decision to resume nuclear tests in
the atmosphere.

frftrmm,rnrrmlanmrs.

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students l’nder or Over 21

Modern-Up to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Rommnates (no extra fee)
typei
with rents

485 South Ninth St.
I:1 7-8877

your ludyel

BEAUTY REIGNS-as Sharon Brawley, center,
Homecoming committee chairman congratulates
the 1961 SJS Homecoming queen, Pat Travis.
seated, and (from I. to r.) standing, attendants
Judy Osborne, Raylene Hermann, Sharon
Brantley and Kit Fox during Friday night’s Coronation Ball in the San Jose civic auditorium. The

cpaittait, ,
RENTAL Peiatee

tendants will appear on a TV program today
on Channel 1 I, KNTV from 5:30 to 6:15. Appearing on the program with the queen and
attendants will be Homecoming committee
members, ASB Pres;dent Brent Davis and Vice
President Bit Hauck, SJS service groups and
Spartan Daily representatives.

Homecoming "royal" regalia of queen and at -

GUARANTY
SAVINGS
’Total
Interest
$112.25
Mar 31 11225
226.02
June 30 113.77
341 06
Sept 30 115.04
457.40
Dec31 11E34

510.000
Mar" $75.00
hine 3 75.56
Sept 30 76.13
Dee 31 76.70

TOMORROW
Survey of Music Literature,
Concert hall, 11:30 a.m.
Classic films, "Ugestu," story of
16th century Japan, preliminary:
"Proud Citadel." T/115. 3:30 p.m.;
Concert hall. 7 p.m.
Women’s Reereation MOM,
horseback riding, 3:30 p.m.; tcanis,
4 p.m.; badmintrn. Icr;rn 23. 7

,
...rasamelowsWesemewm.ate

410,0
INTEREST PAID

TIMES
A YEAR

Cal Vets Reminded
To Sign Vouchers

doesn’t it make good sense to earn
50% more at Guaranty Savings
Don’t be satisfied with "deflated earning power on your
savings account . . . not when you can earn 41/2% yearly
interest at Guaranty! That’s 50% more interest than the
3% paid by many savings institutions!
Transfer Your Savings Today!
If you’re now saving at an institution paying interest to date
of withdrawal, you can transfer your savings to the 41/2%
earning power of an account at Guaranty with no loss of
interest.

*Interest computed and added to your account 4 times a year.
*Save by Mail - we pay all postage. Additions and withdrawals
can be made in the comfort of your own home.

cat [(i1J Tv/
Ligi\nX

r)

p.m.; all events take place in
Womea’s gymnasium.
AWE-IRE, officer and committee meeting. E101, 12:30 p.m.
AWE -IRE, speaker: Dr. Gail
Shcak of Lockheed missiles and
space divioior. "lora: Method of
Propulsion.’ E118. 730 p.m.
Spartan Oriiieci, meeting, CH 164, 7;30 p.m.
Salty of Chemiorti Engineers.
le: til cr eh: mic?!
et Mg in
India, E125 8 pm.
Thursday 5. tuna speekc i: Dr.’
Ralph’ Farkman, professor of t rigineering, "Can Ws A%cid The:
mc-nucleae W 9 t T" Roger Williams
hcuse. 136 S. 1Cth St., 11:30 am
Taair eneztiag, TH101, 7:30 p.m.

and

9 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS SERVING THE BAY AREA
22.15;;." SAN MU
SAN 10SE
SAN FRANCISCO
CAMARO
i
Main Office
Winchester Oil, e
Downtown
200 Stockton Si
69$ tot Si 160 5 Winchester Rd ,on anion Square, 350 20th St
Cypress 34361

111111,1000 CITY
2400 Broadway

EMerson 9.3731

Cofer,/ 8-9200

NAYWARD
1036 B Street

1Tarrson B,S150

Slater 1.4364

East Oakland

3411 fru/teak.
7 Erniebar 2-266? KEllog 6.0770

ALAMEDA
7265 So Shore Center
lisltehurst 2-4241

5311
!
+TOTICE!
TRU-SOUND

tfci!tt
MO re sr.mt

’ 1.71’)IL
riDELITY
34E0 Stevens
Creek Read

But Say It With Ours.

eaktna4
Santa

CV 2.0462

many of these 12 new
1How
.... Spectrum Paperbacks have you read?
Here are the newest titles in
a distinguished list -you’ll final
them all at your bookstore listed
below.
WHAT PRICE ECONOMIC GROWTH?
Edited by Klaus Knorr and William J,
Baumol $1.95
ARMS CONTROL: ISSUES FOR THE PUBLIC
Edited by Louis Henkin (An American As’
sembly Book) $1.95
THE EDUCATION OF
SCARCITY AND EVIL
TEACHERS: CONSENSUS AND
by Vivian Charles Walsh $1.95
CONFLICT by G. K. Hodenfidd
JUSTICE AND SOCIAL POLICY
81.95
and T. M. Stinnett
by Frederick A. Olafson $1.95
CONSTRUCTIVE ETHICS
LITERATURE, POPULAR
by T. V. Smith and
CULTURE, AND SOCIETY
$1.95
William Debbins
St Eli
by Leo Lossenthal
LONELINESS
PARADOX AND PROMISE:
by Clark E. Moustakas $1,75
ESSAYS ON AMERICAN LIFE
RELIGION IN AMERICA:
AND EDUCATION
PAST AND PRESENT
$1,95
by Clifton E. Olmstead $1.95 by Harry S. Broudy

Grapplers Await
Coming Season
V:1’t, ilW2, I 1,, Ii
i:.! iti Mumby
has asked that all ic.itnt- interested in trying out lit’ citlEt: the
(rash or vat sity San Jose State
wrestling teams contact him in the
wrestling room of the Men’s gym
after 3:30 p.m. Monday, Werinesiloy cr Friday.

Ski Coach Urges
Students To Act
Tut ley Nling- i.! the San;
Jose State ski team has asked that I
all students intric,ted in trying
out tor the squad to sce him in ,
his C11143 office at 10 or 11:30
a.m, daily. or at 3:15 p.m. on
Thursdays.
Mines indicated that he must
turn in eligibility lists soon, anti
that he cannot catty students on
the team after the lists have been
turned in

Clara at I 016

KNOWLEDGE: ITS VALUES
AND LIMITS
by Gustave Weigel, S.J., and
$1.75
Arthur G. Madden

RELIGION AND THE
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD
by Gustave Weigel, S.1, and
$1.95
Arthur G. Madden

Symbol of Good Reading: Spectrum taN

SANTA CLARA
1088 El Camino Real
ceerry 1.0424

C13-1403

ROBERTS BOOK CO.
On 4th

Across from Library

JUDD HAS IT!

ene.asseMOIAW’Ai

NATO/SAL BEAUTY

I_VCRA*
Sore to gain Campus
appro% al. Long leg panty
girdle sheer as lingerie. feele
like chiffon --yet gives trim
figure control. The longer
back k a pros en mum for
better fit.
Machine washable. arable.
S.M.L. White, blue,
Paris Pink.
$395

.xcen.:

SANTA CLARA STREET

11,twren T,rst and

SAN JOSE

HIT
.for a

STUDENT
BODY

W.

CY 74623

in Downtown San Jose

aft/
rouN3An0N3 OF
air

56

Books

Published by Prentice-Hull

Iictt

loan
Association

CY 5.9661
411101

Say It With Flowers,

Cal Vets may sign attendance
vouchers in the caMier’s office.
Adm263, today thtough Ftidiiy for
payment of subsistence, acrictrline
to Ass Edith Graves, cashier.
Normally the first five days of
each month are alloaed to sign
vouchers, but since two days are
lost this month by a weekend,
Miss Graves reminds cal vets to
sign for the subsistence during
the three day period.

COMPONENTS

AE
-1\ NA

("id ...bortifil

Our Specialty . . .

Enjoy The Safety and Service of A Guaranty Savings Account
* Your savings insured to $10,000 by the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation - a permanent agency of the Federal
Government.
*Funds received or postmarked by the 10th of the month earn
interest from the 1st of the same month.

(fir ri it, or
1 1 7 S. First

Homecoming Corsages

TODAY
Lecture, speaker: Dr. William
H. Vatcher Jr., associate picife3spr
of political science, "The Rise of
Afrikaner Natioralism." conceit
hall, 1130 a.m.
Women’s Recreation anon., archery, 4:15 p.m.; ctchesis. racm 10,
7 p.m.; warren’s SS% imrrirg 7 p m.;
all events take pla:c in W’amen’s
gymnasium.
Co-Ref, special event: "Halloween Hangover" (emoting live
rock end toll music by the "Mystery Ccmbo," Women’s gymnasium, 8 p.m.; alto 1C170131 C.2-taCreation tkents. 7:30-9:45 p.m.
Newmar club, meeting. Newman hall, .79 S. Fifth st., 8 p.m.
Social attalts committee. meeting. A139 :1:30 p.m.
El Clout Cantellare. meeting.
CI-1163, 7:30 p.m.
Social Work club, business
meeting, speaker: Karl Marshiill
director cf
Child, iii
home, Royce hell formal loaage.
7:30 p.m.
Amateur Radio club. otganizaBona’ meeting, Lilt, 2:3C p.m.
International Relation. club, organizational meting. CII20;, 730
p.m.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, meeting.
southwest corner of cafeteria.
3:30 p.m.
Sophomore clans, meeting, S164.
4:30 p.m.

WHICH
OF THESE
S.
COULD DO THE
BEST JOB
FOR YOUR
SAVINGS?

DONUTS

72

Over
Varieties
BEST DONUTS IN TOWN

Holiday Flowers
For Special Occasions

Spartaguide

$10,000

FiT-

West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer has insisted on German’s right in wartime to use
nuclear warheads ’ which remain
under U.S. control during peacetime.

accomodutioni

to At

Ang
tinlht I :it 10i
the Soviet Union’s mon,
erupted in Italy, Britain an,i
pan. Police battled al,
students near the Red II!
Rome, About 200 leftist Zen,
ren students protested in Tok%
front of the Soviet embassy
In London, a group i.f
demorettraturs showed up ulna.*
the Russian embassy.
-- Japan’s Prime Minisiiiii ]
Ikeda cabled a bluntl
protest to the Kremlin.
Soviet action "has arotisi
dignation of the Japaiiii,..
to indescribable

Morhet I
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U.S. Defends
’Travel Rights’

’1
I
WA.SI II Nt;t
yesterday
Cniied States declared
right to send
it will maintain its
light vehicles along
Army -manned
between West G.:Tthe autobahn
Berlin.
M:my and West
"assistance
The vehicles, called
the
vehicles," have been traveling
autobahn to assist any Americans
loose traffic difficulties.
spokesman
A state department
Command
said the U.S Berlin
such vewill continee to dispatch
consider it dehicles -when they
ereable to do so" despite Soviet
attempts to halt them.
Soviet army officers have halted
the 110such vehicles traveling
Helmstedt to
mile ioute from

’UBLIC
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Are National Danger Gallagher

(Contrive ri Front Page I
Discussine a liberal education
Iris whether f eserDi (a- of on. which he says enables
duty ",
servattve leaning. demonstrated; tu know
iri,
hat we have deep convictions." Gallaghei stated, "we
eommunists or Fascists of
decktred the ehancellor.
’There are two different opinions to do the teaching "
"There I,, no ri,ie e tee, at I..
expressed by agitapits of the far:
, left mei
whieh, if not reject -I employ a Communist to teach .w.
I V.
ml, would lead us (keen a mull eminent and (4.1410(111. ti
teach politics anal
!raved with false hopes whieh eneLsI
or
a racist to leach race
:i,i
in total slavery, he said.
People of the far left see "nol than there would be to line .,
threat to peace and freedom with I suffering limn manly-item, HURLING NEW BLOW at prestige of former
manded that his body be removed from the ’justice in
the rattling of atomic psyehosie to teach swycholoey." he
Soviet Premier Josef Stalin. delegates to the
giant Red Square mausoleum in Moscow which’ i rockets by Soviet
militarists," Dr. explainel.
22nd Communist Party Congress publicly do if currently shares with the remains of Lenin.
"We must not teach monneinism
I Gallagher stated.
There has been no Soviet reply
’rhey would have us unilaterally or biseistn or raeism I.ett
the I’
to a written protest by
Id/soros- our weapons and "trust to
a
filed in Moscow Sunday
will of the Soviets that
interference with access of U.S.
CAPE CANAVERAL.
I ’ y will then cease to throw their ’
.fficials to East Berlin.
,eight around, and hecome good’
I UPI r
U.S. scientists hid,--- ----- - - 110110 boys," he said.
postponed
an
attempt
to
orbit
.,
’
FANCY NAME
lb. Gallagher called this an ideal
small satellite for a test of a i
id humane spirit, but added that
BOSTON 1 UPI )--- Pha rmaces it i- ;
, world-wide network which will ’
it is inermlibly naive to assume
cal records show that a common
track the flight of America’s first
MOSCOW (UPI Soviet work -I after the 22nd Communist Party that the Soviets do net mean buttprescription written by doctors in .
orbiting astronaut.
men yesterday began removing! Congress %coed to move the for- nese in their continuing efforts at1
the vesrs called for monoacetic ’
acidester of salicylic acid." What 1 The federal space agency Stalin’s name from the Red’ inter Soviet dictator’s body from world domination."
Square tomb which now will he- the tomb to an undisclosed locaLenin himself said, "The road to
the doctors meant in laymen’s ’ blamed "teehnical diffieulties" fer ’
lot to Iselin alone.
the
t km.
London and Paris lies through Pelanguage was plain aspirin.
The
work
began
late
yesterday
It is assumed here that Stalin’s king and New Delhi," declared Dr.I
_______
--- --’
remains may already have beets Gallagher.
"This spreading cancer of Soremosed via an underground tunin
net from the tomb to the Kremlin. viet imperialism" cord-mints us
with the "naked assertion that
About 600 Soviet citizens gath-.
time and history are On the side
ered on Red Square in the chilly
of ruthlessness." he said.
dark of the late fall evening to
ett.tur
watch the final act of humiliation
i he far
for Stalin.
left position is ii.. opinion of the
Working behind a wooden fence tuttttiont if the I ii right, stated
put up at some distance from the
Gallaeher.
tomb, the workmen busily chipped
"Many Arnerierms, long indifferand hammered on the red and ent to the developments on
the
-Rich- black marble nameplate which world scene, have
SYRACUSE, N.Y
suddenly come
ard M. Nixon has called on the carries the name of both Lenin alive with a fierceness
approach44/(91V/
Kennedy administration to re- and Stalin.
ing fanaticism," he said.
; sume nuclear testing in the atIt was assumed the work was
The chancellor labeled them "the
mosphere to preserve America’s being speeded so a new name- fohnny-mme-latelys of the
fight
security.
plate with only Lenin’s name fur freedo.The
Nixon, making Nis last major would he in place when Premier
"They have no regard for truth."
, speech in the East +mill after Nikita Khrushchev and other So- he said,
4
mausoleum
viet
leaders
mount
the
elec:California’s gubernatorial
As an example, Dr. Gallagher’ ;.
tions next year, told a Republican Nov. 7, to watch the giant parade said. "If I were to stand before! ;
.
the
fund-raising dinner Monday night honoring the anniversary of
you and say that the American! /
the country could no longer he Russian Revolution.
flag is red, white and blue, they
guided by "the neutrals."
would quote me as having said I
50 554 ’P
, The former vice president said "bluffer" and a "poker player" that the American flag is red." ’
he agreed with New York Gov. determined to conquer the world.
NO DISSENT
However, he said Khrushchev
Nelson A. Rockefeller that nu The far right will tell you that
, clear tests were necessary for the has fears of war as much as any- there k no place in American life ’
world’s (More. The above-ground one.
for dissent and they will eall es Nixon said the Soviet leader cry dissenter disloyal, he stated.
explosions should be started insNt
,11/TIk 0 IN IS NAHA, GI., 0
I n,.
OM
50by
the
"frightened
was
as
he
said,
tnediately,
"In their haste to defend Amer(I HMS TOO
HODGE
"I agree with Governor Roeke- megaton Mast as we are because ica against external aggression and
feller that nuclear tests snould be he knows the power of the United internal subversion both of these.
Trel:y
spirit . . .
I resumed in the atmosphere to States."
laudable and nee:ssary goals the
"Flo knows that our submarines frightened fringe of the far right
preserve the security of America,"
fres.
. .
h
he told more than six central and bases could hit the cities of does not hesitate to use all the
sieirs fr,m, IItIr
New Yorkers who jammed War Russia," Nixon continued. The weapons in the arsenal of conunu’ Memorial auditorium. "We should Russian people fear and hate nist subversion," declared Dr.
I99
MASTER JEWELER
F.,not wait anti take it Gallup poll war."
Gallagher.
Some people, Nixon said, think
’ of all the neutrals around the
lie said they would suppress
Khrushchev is a. "madman." But. freedom of speech,
world."
press, assem"No nation in the world could from chile personal observation, bly, disregard most if the Bill of
IKhrushchevi
added:
"lie
Nisen
for
the
wasn’t
it
if
be neutral
Rights anti bring the nation under
power of the United States. They is Ism a mad man and although control of selected brain washers
always
is
he
much,
drinks
too
he
luxury."
that
couldn’t afford
72 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CY 7-0920
WANT CONFORMITY
Ile hit hard at Soviet Premier sober when he discusses some"Textbooks," Dr. Gallagher sal.;
Nikita Khrushchev, calling him a thing important."
’,wined be prescribed and teachin
rteied
II/ PINAllep a single Pal: n nr eonfermity and mediocrity.
"Colleges and univelsities would’
i reshrped into tools of sinister
Irmse instead of being citadels I {
free inquiry."
Gallagher said those of the een.-. is fighting the extremists of
he left and right, should have the
.dlities of the fiehter’s davits_
man’s understanding
dy and the good man’s self-di. O
Mine in its oerformanee.
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REAL
HOME
STYLE
COOKING
One rods Fres. Campus
HOT MEALS
LOW AS

85.

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
CT 5-9561
It E. San Fernando

I. s Body Move
Lahr)
Ina Act o umiliation

Nixon (ails
For Test
Resumption

JEWELERS

:am

%.11RT

iLunatic Fringes of Left, Right

SEVENTEEN
You saw if
Now exclusively at

lis sit
I find
listed

W..flno,171s. Vovetill.r,- 1

’GRAVE’ PROBLEM

-p

HOMECOMING
MEANS:

s

Parties

Parades

140Vi:.!abit

ZL,1

Alumni

Dances
I

Mums

Bands

Homecoming
Queens

Football
Games

HOWEVER, You Won’t Find Any Of These
At SPARTAN BOOKSTORE (Right On Campus)
BUT ... You Will Find Complete Lines Of:
Cosmetics
Art Supplies
Paperback Books

Greeting Cards
Sundry Items
Novelties

School Supplies
Lab Supplies
Other Goodies, and the Complete
Second Floor Book Department
sem.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Sayings iap to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
ege with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men IJI this age breast}
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of Hsi
involved." says George M. Campbell, Spartan Rep ..... Wive for
the Exchange.
W. believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver. and causes
fewer accidents" said Campbell.
"Therefore. he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, via
12 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20.000, Property Damage
$5000 and Medical $500 pays
bout $157 a year with most in
surnc compnies. With Cali’
fornia Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
net of $64 (based on curry,.
20 per cent dividend). Thus
about $93 with the E.
change. (Other coverages wii
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even ii. married
men and women with
good dr;sise record. may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to
Georg.
M. Conpbll. 666
Maple Ave.. Sunnyvale: REeent 91741 (day

11\
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press ..

OPEN MONDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9
_
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USF Announces Program
Aimed at Unique Scientists k

State Works
,Board OKs
;Negotiations
440,
’111
5

"IT

SI!? AilfP’t 1.
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iu

/ /

*.ia
V

train men, particularly chemists.
for a froth slant to biological and
medical research in the initial research. development of a drug and
the testing and perfection of it.
Arnowr the chemicals the scienThe ingtitu’e w.II attempt to
lists and their students ssill exrierirnent with will he cancer cures
nd drags to help mentally retardFAIRGROUNDS
...1 children.
FAlRWAYS
Di. Arthur Furst, former proof medical chemistry at
Golf Course
-;tanford Medical school and can-el’ researcher, directs the institute.
Dr. Furst and Dr. Joseph Gast,
research professor at the institute,
have anneunced that the institute
FOR GREEN FEES
will also attempt to design chemiWITH COPY OF THIS AD
,ats to seek out radioactive eleF07H & TUL,Y 1204D
:.:ents in the hotly and destroy
’Item: or at least teduce the poioning to a "safe level.’
SHORT ON TIME?
"Within a few weeks." the sciQuick Friendly Service
entists will begin research. They
predict several years of work beGroceries & Meats fore success or failure of the experiment will be known.
oven Sundays
Dr. Gast said the ultimate obChecks Cashed With Purchase
jective of the USF experiments
We Gate Blue Chip Stamps
is a pill for bomb survivors to take
internally following attack.
The Market Basket
Dr. Fuist reported more than
So. 10fh L Williams
$100.000 in grants are available
(Nest to Armstrong’s Drug)
for immediate projects to be undertaken by the institute.

Un versity of San Francisco recently organized an Institute of
ohemical fliokyrv and a trairfavz
Ivo ’Tam to mold unique joung
men into scientists.

Negotiations to purchase 18 parcels of land in San Joey for expension of the college were authorized by the state public works
, board Mtaralay.
The hoard approved the purchase of one adjoining parcel for’
$59.000. The land to be acquired
is on both sides of Fifth et. be- I
tween San Carlos and San Salvador sta.
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive
dean of SJS. said the authorization by the board is a routine procedure. At this time negotiations
with property owners in the area
will begin, he announced.
The dean said the site to be CONGRATULATIONS
Exacquired is the location where sci- tending a hand to Dr. Buell G.
ence and business buildings will be Gallagher, chancellor of Caliinstalled in the future.
fornia state colleges, faculty

50’

NEED A RIDE?
fro

Field Trips
Football Games

Snow Trips
Student Activities

Charter a Bus from

9Iden tirrok Charter cerace
Lowe:.
Rates
Anywhere

1070 McLAUGHLIN AVENUE
SAN JOSE 27, CALIFORNIA

CY 5-1353
CY 4-7928
CL 1-3048

Co-Rec To Offer
’Hangover’ Advice

SJS GRIDDERS’ future will be predicted in Lyke, SJS campus
magazine, on sale at 7:15 a.m. tomorrow in front of the bookstore, cafeteria, library, men’s and women’s gyms and the Outer
Quad. Pat O’Daniels, editor, announced in addition to the
football feature Lyke will include an interview with jazz great
Dave Brubeck and his quartet, comments from ASB president,
Brent Davis and three Lyke dolls, whose identity will be revealed
when the magazine goes on sale. Lyke was recently named first
place winner in the 1961 campus magazine contest.

Stanford Students Continue
Vigil Protesting
Bomb

Everyone wishing to rid himself
of a "Halloween Hangover" is
urged by Lana Lawson, Co-Rec
co-chairman, to attend tonight’s
program in the Women’s gym.
A twist contest will be held
during the 7:30-10 p.m. program.
along with the weekly Co-Rec activities -- badminton, volleyball,
ping pang, four’ square and dancing, Miss Lawson said.
Quiet games also will he played.
"Last week 529 students attended Co-Rec,," she added.

Tammany Tiger
Changes Stripes

members attending a reception
for him Tuesday offered congratulations. He was awarded
the Outstanding Civilian Service medal at a military ceremony yesterday. To the chancellor’s left is Mrs. John T.
Wahlquist, wife of SJS president; to his right is Mrs. Gallagher.

-
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Come to us for all your bakery
needs Wedding cakes, party pas
p tries, birthda, cakes and pies
t San Jose’s finest independent
bakery

4

PASTRY
S
P
:Jfrfi front.H1BREAD
fee College.

gts peed ,.et
E. San Ansonia, 2 blocks r,cs,
127
I...-....a..-....-...-.-..,-a.,,............

QUO VADIS
(Illere are you going?)
Go anywhere in the U.S. or the World

at reduced rates!
FREE reservation service!
"Custom-Tailored" personal care!
Co now and pay later plan available!

Philip Morici
Travel Service
pus"

NEW YORK UPI i---The Tam many Hall tiger has changed his
stripes.
The famed Democratic political
Bigf
organization of Tammany Hall officially changed its name to Chat,poltesmen said the ham Hall recently in its first
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI I
-;:anford university students con-1 students were quiet. Most of them meeting since reform elements led
’mired a campus vigil in protest of I were grouped around a card table an election revolt that threw the
’
old regular leaders out of office.
l’..rissia’s 50-megaton bomb explo-1 library. The vigil was to continuel
The change was voted by the
...!on today and University of Cali- i until noon today.
New York County Manhattan
..rnia students planned a similar { At the 17.C. campus a similar Democratic committee which is
. wit on the Berkeley campus.
124 -hour vigil was to begin at noon controlled by Mayor Robert F.
Ahout 25 Stanford students as- yesterday.
Wagner following his primary vic-.emitted in front or the library at
In addition to the student vigils tory over the forces of Carmine
Mcarlay and Ireeati gal hcr ii gatup of housewives from the G. DeSapio.
Aig signatures for two protest pe- least hay planned a peace march at
The new name of Chatham Hall
titions, one to Soviet Premier Nik- noon today to city halls in Orinda, is taken from the Chatham build.1 a Khru.shehev, and the other I Walnut Creek, Oakland, El Cer- ing where the county Democratic
President Kennedy.
rito and Berkeley.
!headquarters have been shifted.

Only Taro Blocks front Cant
48 North 2nd Street
e CYpre,- 3-q2

PB

Square toed and little heeled, accented
by a bcw.
Black and brown kid.

$15.95

Pat Wcaaers Nat.onal College C

The Spartan Fashion Council
Selects CapeZio(r*
for Homecoming Weekend!
The Capezio flat, so popular

for

What makes Artcarved Diamonds the
favorite of America’s College Queens?
Actually there are many reasons. Artcarved diamond rings
must meet traditionally high vtandards for color, cut. clarity
and carat weight. Their award-winning styles are a delight
to the eye. And, they take all of the guesswork out of buyim:
a diamond. Every Artearved ring carries a written guarante,
for quality and permanent value that’s recognized and respected by fine jewelers from coat to coast. We think you’ll
agree with America’s lovely College Queens.
Stop in at your jeweler and be vare to see all the etuptisite
A rtcarved diamond ringsthe rings you buy with confidence
aid wear with pride.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED tN
AMERICA’S LEADING MAGAZINES

classes

r t c arve

Of casual activities comes in black or
brown. Accented by two buttons on a

$11.95

square

DIAMOND AND WEDDING PINGS

to,".

$11.95

J. R. Wood di. Sons, Inc., Dept CP-21
218 E. 45th St., New York 17, N.V.
Flea, mod me more feet. .boot diamond nee.. ,
"Wed.ting Cont.. for Prick and Groom," Al,"
of neare,t (or hnnvetnwn) krtearveri Jewel."n. I
enclosing 10f to cover handling and postage.

The Bootie is here! New and pointed
the Bootie is perfect for casual

wear.

Name
A ,

Black kid.
EVENING STAR
First chow.. ot
A mrwira’s

BLOOM’S
135 SOUTH FIRST

DOWNTOWN

VALL.SY PAIR

5324

LINCOLle

vaNu2

WILLOW OLIN

cty

County or Zone

State

Osmnrss

. ’5 South First Street

CY 5 0‘-’

Splasher Skull Session
ord tutu i
iied uith USF for the
conference lead.
grim
pretty
pfiggs are looking
Only a 5-2 loss to the superiuti
Jose State soccermen City College of San Franeiset,
f.,r the San
mats the Bear resold,
mu; week.
Cal will basically hove the
loss at the
Fresh from a 5-2
same team this year as the one
Asules, the
ona,, of the t’al
that went to the MA.% semittttt st meet UM finals in St. Louis last year.
*lean hooters
Rears
at
l’ailfornia
of
The Spartan boutters are all
o-nil)
4,
prowiel 1111 Saturday, NOV.
physically sound, according to soccer coach Julie Menendez. Soccer
at 11 i.n1.
with a fans can expect a real close bateisning into lierkeley
Spartans will be tle on the greens of Berkeley this
4.3 reward, the
the Bears. Saturday. The JV’s meet the Cal
iwAL pressed to stop
2-1 rev- [rush at 9 a.m. Saturday.
The big bail Hear has a
Its 1-.0 I I

I \ I.

Weanesrlav. November 1, 11181

LT ’MT

There isn’t a player on the At’!- the Sun Devil attack this season.:
sat
-so state football memol that has Quarterback John Jaoolia, a 200-1
seen a victory over San Josel pounder, should capably fill Zugel’s shoes next season. Mitch Sis-’
State. Last year’s 12-7 Spartan
win at Tempe made it three in
row over the Sun Devils, and II..
38 kridders that fly Into San Jo
Friday afternoon will be out I.,
for
COMFORT
nothing short id victory.
CONVENIENCE
ASI. eisich Frank Rush, in
FRIENDLY SERVICE
his fourth season at the Tetoilw
MODERATE RATES
,aiiipus, has well his Suli
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
emerge f
a four-vear build
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
lag program from nhich his first
lull It
pred
inantiv 11.
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

nAn.v-1
_

kowski, a fu.,
trannek, Mich., itaN
a reputation as at
carrier.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

.Crpress 4-9404..

-

opt.

111i.tes.,

the

M4,1011l1

Jot,

Mail

tors, and the third siring of sop!.
insanres.

Trw

Sut

I leVLIS

IreeeiVe,1

_EIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION.
TELEVISION SANOLIIT ROOMS
FOUNTAIN
COFFRE SHOP

South First Si. at

San Antonia

.Son Jose,

California

it

this week when the
.,vc hall back Nolan Jones ,.
-howed adverse effects from at
badly bruised ribs sustaibt
against West Texas state.
tble Selbaek

Specializes in
Portrait Photography and Wedding Albums
(Appointments are now being taken for
Christmas orders)
(Low Student Rates)
SAN JOSE

ST
41 E SAN ANTONIO

AN 6-6725

CY 24162

COACH LEE WALTON gives his San Jose State varsity water
polo squad instructions during a timeout in a recent game with
the University of California. Spartans in the pool are (top to
bottom) Austin Wiswell, Dave Corbet, Larry Armstrong, John
Henry and Bob Wegman. SJS’ next game, with University of
Pacific at Stockton, has been moved up to 4 p.m. Friday from
the originally scheduled Saturday time.

The No. 2 halfback behind Jot,.
is Ossie McCarthy, but he also
ailing . . . an ankle injury. NI,
earthy has been described
ASU’s most polished runner.
Co-captaln and right guard
Diek Locke and Lawry iteaes
left tackle, have also been ail
ing. Reaves for tlw last
II
It nas Reaves whip reeiitered
erucial f ttttt ble against Dreg,.
state and set up the %tannin,.
I
aolown in a 14-23 %kill 10.’1
the

Hairstyles
For
Homecoming

Take advantage of
GLANA’S Special
Student Rates to
look your best for
the Homecoming Weekend!

Hair Cut

GLANA’S
$1.50

Shampoo & Set

$2.25

SALON OF BEAUTY
CY 7.6979

167 E Mika’s

ALL RECORDS
ALWAYS AT
DISCOUNT
EXAMPLE:

NEW YORK 1UPII
Notre
Dame dared Army yesterday to
come out and play with the big
btiys.

lowed. "It is a historical classic
which Is more

important than

any howl gasne."

ASU fans rate Reaves, quart,
hack Jute Zuger and right tad
George Flint as pro prospects. Y.
ger this season has some fine
ceivers to throw to.
-.iphorw,t
have bolstei

Kuhatich denies the Army imThe Cadet’s ended their long and
plication that it had become more
.,ried football series with the
.!hting Irish as an annual event hysterical than historical.
"I don’t feel personally that it I
:’er the 1947 game. The excuse
that it was "getting out of

It was another way of sayim
that Notre Dame’s personnel was
too tough.
Mime then, Army’s schedule
has lawn softened %till] so many
"breathers" it has raised a typl
of criticism. The future
generals were called upon to
molest such juggernauts of the
Davidgridiron as VI’l 140
(51-()),
son (47-7), NeV1
Citadel (27-0), Furinan 141-0
and 81-0), Buffalo (37-0). Villa11141Va (54-0) and Idaho (51-7).
Nicely spaced in the annual lineup of patsies were a smattering of
respectable opponents and, through
some devious commando operations, Notre Dame finally got back
on the Army slate with a homeand -home now-and-then arrangement.
They met this way in 1957 and
1958, Notre Dame winning 23-21 at
Philadelphia and then losing 14-2
at South Bend. Other future games
are scheduled for home-and-home
7ompetition in 1965-66 and 196970.
But now Joe Kuharich, the outspoken Notre Dame coach, has
come forth with a plea that Army
consider returning the classic to
an annual footing. Kuharich, naturally, sugar-mated the (bur.
"It was a tragedy in my eyes
when the .’lassie eXpieed," he al-

Ticket Sale

Reserved seat tickets for
San
Jose
v.:
State-Arizona
i homecoming football game will
iin sale at Spartan stadium
Ell -.a.
ing at 9 a.m. Saturday, :
k
all iu’.,-IauIl
ezah
:it the permanent ticket
and Spartan varsity and
located on Seventh st., on the
horsehiders to see the first nest
side of the stadium. according
coast shinving of a new color
a-tsistant dirorto .
Jaethrry\,:,rtsim
ieti
motion picture.

Baseball Movie

Ti..’ baseball movie is entitled
"Batter I p" and will be shown
in Mti201 at 330 p.m. today.
1.11,41 year’s
ie tt as well
received, according to Sobezak.

REG.

$3.98

NOW

$2.19

REG.

$4.98

NOW

$3.19

STEREO:

Campus Fabrics

Brocades

Woolen Knits
Corduroy
Homespun
Imports

Peau de Soie
Velveteen
Satin
268 So. First Street
San Jose

316 Town & Country
Village

AVOID BALDNESS

Kuharich also contended that
the feeling Army can’t compete
against Notre Dame personnel
wrong.
"This game always was compet Rive," he insisted. "It was one 0)
those inspirational games where
anything could happen. I played
against Army three times. There
was one tie and we won anothet
7-0. Those can’t be considered runaways."
It would seem to be time for the
brass to fall back and cut the
battle whelps loose. And Kuharich
only voiced what a lot of peoi,i,
ate thinking.

Holiday Fabrics

STOP HAIR LOSS:

got out of hand." he asserteo.
Ill, feel there should be sincere discussi(un between the authorities tit
both institutions about making il
an annual contest again."

FREE
EXAMINATION
No obligation
Private booths for men
and women
Personalized service
Student Rates
Drop in or phone today

Stimulate your scalp with a specialized treatment
to bring nourishing blood to the papilla ha,
roots. Normalizing the sebaceous glands and
contracting the arrector muscles. Dandruff disappears, itching stops, and there’s less hair in
your comb and brush. Treatment stimulates new
growth, gives dry, dull hair more body and lustre.
001N thr,,

140. I, 0010

ant pits -

210 So. 1st., SAN JOSE
Suite 201

cliyhtly
9adulow 1imelightep4’
MONO:

The Yardage Shop that has the most for
campus sewing classes or just plain sewing
For fashions and fun!

-

CY 3-8173

Power from below
PIERCE CANYON MOMS
SANDSTONES -SHALES

POWER AND iso
291 FT

COME IND TODAY

t

RECOVERY

RUSTLER FORM: -,
RraRMALAYSTONES.
C

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is working in the areas
of Nuclear Propulsion, Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions, Nuclear Explosives for
Industry and Defense, Space
Physics, and other advanced
problems in Nuclear Physics
and Engineering.

649 FT.

ON NOVEMBER 8

SAVE

sittstoNt ANHYDittit,

Laboratory staff members will
be on Campus to interview outstanding students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering.

AT
SECTION THROUGH
GNOME EVE NT

Call your placement office
for an appointment
LAWRENCE RADIATION

266 South First
Opposite
U.A. Theatre

CY 5-5141

Valley Fair
et
"C" Porkleg

An artist’s conception of Project Gnome, a step toward providing power and isotopes from underground thermonuclear detonations. This area of endeavor is part of Project Plowshare, initiated at
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory of the University of California Other Plowshare projects under
study include the excavation of an experimental harbor in Alaska, production of oil from tar sands,
control of groundwaters, mining applications, and other novel ideas using the energy of nuclear

explosives.

LABORATORY
of the 1: nwer.i I Y 011’01110mm

Berkeley and Li vermore,California

8SPARTAN
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Heston, Past SJS Grid Great
Named Homecoming Official
Heston will arrive tomoirow
Willie Heston. all-time SJS grid
great and member of Sparta’s from Florida at the San Francisco
Football Hall of Fame, has been airport at 1:30 p.m. He
will be met
named Grand Marshal of Homeby Ken Roed, alumni director, and
’61.
Alex Cuthherton and Ralph Matthrews. teammates of Heston’s in
18984899-1900.
PORTAL DRY CLEANING
Besides being in Sparta’s Hall
A.ND LAUNDRY SERVICE
of Fame, Heston became the first
All-American at the University of
theration:
Repairine
Michigan.
263 E. William
CT 4.8842
Cuthberton has said that Heston

important dresses
for important dates
it’s time to dress up and
have fun! get ready to
greet the festive season
in glamorous fashion . .
conic ill and see . . .
choose from our
glorious gathering
of gala new
dresses for
big events.

was a hard runnel. a quick starter
and full of the "devil."
"If he had his face pushed into
the dirt, he wouldn’t lose his head.
Instead, he waited for the chance
when he could get a foe on the
next play," related Cuthberton.
Heston came to San Jose in 1898
from Grant’s Pass, Ore.
"That year," said Cuthlberton,
"he was kinds pudgy. His 180
pounds weight and five feet eight
inch height made him a line
player."
During these years, football was
having its beginning at SJS. There
were no paid coaches and, according to Cuthberton, the team made
up its own plays on the field
thioughout the game.
"The largest team we had in
those three years," continued Flea.
Ion’s teammate, "was when we I
had five or six subs. Most of us I
would play the entire game. Heston’s ability was spotted and he
, was moved to left half in 1899."
In 1901 Heston went to the Uni-!
versity of Michigan and studied
law.
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Welcome to
RECORD HOP personality
Frank Darien will be host for
today’s special SJS Homecoming show on KNTV, Channel II.
The program, to be
of
5:30 p.m., will feature student
talent and Homecoming activities.

aired

ROYAL REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN_

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

open 10:30 until 6:00

the

giIded cage
455 e. william st

HEAD FOR YOUR NEAREST
SPIVEY’S RESTAURANT
...

for a feast. or call for your favorite eROASTED ChflCKEN to
take out. For e party, this is the ticket!
And Spivey’s bakery has the desserts you dream about.

1761 W. San Carlos

CV 7-1712

Clara

CV 3-2920

12th 8 Santa

iereWire’WireVWwWwW,10Wrele...Wirte’r’:::::.

Welcome back Grads!
Hannah is glad to see you.

The Kappas wish to welcome
their alums back to San Jose State.
The Undergrads of
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

LADIES OF DELTA GAMMA
411110.

.1110* NO.

+MIN 4111..0.

Royal Court
To Appear
On KNTV
Interviews

with

Homecoming queen

the 1961
and

The program, which will feature
channel 11 TV personality Frank
Darien, will also present Homecoming committee members, SJS
pom-pom girls and cheerleaders,
ASB President Went Davis and
Vice President Bill Hauck. SJS
-ervice club members and Spartan
: tally representatives.
For queen. Pat Travis. and her
,i iendards, Kit Fox, Sharon Brant ’y, Raylene Hermann and Judy
,Thorne. it will be One of many
:ipearances which they will be
mtking during Homecoming week
II the San Jose area.

Ladies of Alpha Omicron Pi

NINA

Welcome back Alums!
IStop by the house before the game.
The SIGMA CH’s
I
Welcome Back
PI KAPPA ALPHA Alums!

Jeff Davis’ combo, composed of
SJS students Paul Tumson. Ty
Wood, Dick Currier and vocalist
Jeff Davis. will perform on the
program.
Darien will interview Davis and
Hauck. Bob Gangi, Homecoming
committee parade chairman, will
I explain Saturday’s parade route
and rules regulating float building
by SJS student ’groups.

on campus

LADIES OF GAMMA PHI BETA

Glad to see you, Alums!

Besides posing for photographers, the queen. reigning "Miss
San Jose." will help in judging
the San Jose downtown merchants’
at
displays Thursday
window
2:30 p.m.

San Jose State porn -porn girls
and cheerleaders will lead cheers
during a section of the program.

Good to see you.

Welcomes you

cial program from 5:30 to 6:15
p.m. devoted to SJS Homecoming
activit lea.

Glad to have you back

Happy to see you at Homecoming

SIGMA NU

tendants will be aired today when

Welcome back on campus.

A 0 Pi says Hi Grads!

.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t 0111111111n

channel 11. KNTV. Inesents a spe-

A two-minute film describing
the SJS campus will he shown during the program. The film WAS
made by SJS students Stewart
Parks and Jim Williams.

Welcome Back to 11th Street

SIGMA PHI EPSILON Alum.

at-

PHI MU says Hi to Alums

mmonminmownimmimmemnmmnnnmaonearnm,..m.nanommonnmineemosanambnik

Homecoming

SJS

her

Glad to see you, Alums!

LADIES OF CHI OMEGA

coordinator.

Homecoming

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
thursday 12:30 until 9 p.m.

Korean vets and Wa r
ol’HIFU)A
tPL 6341 may sign attendarai.
vouchers for the partial month
September and October
today
rou g h oFridayy
.h...
SimonslnAdmloOt3era
cordingth

Welcomes all their Alums to

$1 8

Free P,e4ing

Deadline for applying for Fulbright scholarships is today, according to Don Ryan, assistant to
the dean of students.
Application forms for the studyabroad program are available in
Ryan’s office, Adm269.

THETA XI

5yrewriter3

1900

Friday Deadline
Set for Vouchers

mmeMmenemmnmorm-mmmmmremmme-nmenomomwe.....,,,-;mi---ws

CORONA UNDERWOOD

Est.

Application Deadline
For Fulbright Grants

Hope to see you at the game!

***
Greetings from the President
(of the PHI SIG house)
Welcome back to State!

Music will be provided for dancing by 5.1,5 students in between ,,
int et-views.
Also appearing on the program
will be Arizona state univezsity
publicity exerutive Bill Guthrie,
who will be interviewed by Darien.

SAE invites alums over to

Following
the
program,
the
queen and attendants will be taken
to the Santa Clara county fairgrounds where they will view different student groups working on
flomecoming parade floats.

their old house before the game
Welcome back, you old Grads!
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Welcomes back their alums. Good
to see von back on campus!

their illiiiis a happy Homecoming.
Welcome back to State!

to Alums.
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SJS Enrollment Up, But Not
Up To Overall State College Rise
San Js1. State college enrollcent over last
ment is op 9.6 per
year, according to a report from
the office of the chancellor of California state collegse.
Last year the enrollment here
numbered 14,866. This year it is

and limited students a ii, registered by the close of the third
week of instruction in the regular
sessions. Withdrawals have not
been deducted.
According, to the report, San
Jose has the second largest student
body, Los Angeles being first with
16394.
Over-all rise for California state 16,302. However, San Jose has 13,colleges was 11.7 per cent. Enroll- 029 full-time students while Los
ment fur 1960 was 96,859. For 1961 Angeles has only 8,918,
Hayward state college in Al,
if Was 108.227.
,
These figures include all regular meda county had the largest

WELCOME ALUMNI
TO HOMECOMING
New and Used Texts

El me.

Paperbacks

Engineering and Art Supplies

NEW YORK (UPI) -- People
who criticize TV as all blirx)d and
thunder and no brains "couldn’t
be more wrong," says Allen Ludden, a one-time college teacher,
emcee of two TV game shows and
until recently a full time CBS
News executive

Serving SJS Students for
over 20 years

’::LE

21.-Ce)00604/

IT WAS
GOAL TO GO
AND I MADE
IT!

A GOOD GOAL TO GO AFTER ANY FOOTBALL GAME IS

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

1415 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
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West
FRANKFURT i UPI)
Germans today live better than
ever before in their history, but
the "miravulous" recovery from
the ruins of the second world war
did not benefit all West Germans
equally.
While unemployment is at a
record low, with only the unemployable. out of a job, this situation has nut raised the average
income of a working man’s family above 61X1 marks i$150) a
month.
Unlike American trade unions,
their German counterparts seldom
resort to strikes to obtain their
goals. The acute labor shortage
has therefore not caused a corresponding rise in wages, only an influx of foreign workers, primarily
from Italy and Greece.
It may be argued that the purchasing power of the mark, particulaily as far as personal services are concerned, is higher than
the four-to-one exchange for the
dollar seems to indicate.
Nevertheless, the comparatively
cheap personal services are largely onset by high prioes for other
eortunodit
Coffee. for in,.
sells for

TV Critics Way Off Channel,
Says Emcee of Two Shows

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E. San Fernando
’,.achers’ Aids

centage jump for this school year.
In 1960 there were 915 students attending. In 1961 the registration
jumped to 1,507. This is a rise of
64.7 per cent.
The second largest percentage
rise occurred at Fullerton in
Orange county. The student body
there rose from 1,069 to 1,621, a
51.6 per cent increase.
Only two state colleges in California decreased in their student
feuds, number. Sacramento, with a
1960 student body of 6,413, lost 145
students, a 2 :1 per rent reduction.
Turlock had a 4.7 per cent loss
going from 779 students to 742.
The lowest percentage occurred
at Chao stare The 1960 student
body of 3,371
increased by 175
iiiakirw a !II’ t., 0,10 rise

West German ’Economic Miracle’
Doesn’t Mean Prosperity For All

"The evidence is vividly to the
contrary," Ludden said. "There
are more good information shows
on the air now than there ever
’have been. And the only reason
is that the audience wanLs them.
So the sponsots are buying them.
The induslty recognizes it can get
an audience and serve the country
at the same time."
Even the games, he said, have
an educational value that has
sometimes been overlooked in the
hue and cry against the materialism of their "giveaway" aspects.
But entertainment is as important as content in the value of
any TV program, Ludden said, and
there’s plenty of it in straight
education,
"To impart information correctly you have to stimulate the entertainment that is in it ptherwise
you can’t hold onto your audience, and you haven’t imparted
anything."
By making learning exciting,
TV can help its vieVvers "discover
the fun of learning," Ludden said.
"And that’s the only way we’ll
become a better -educated nation."
His newest program is a fiveday -a -week daytime game called
-

"Password"
a sort of verbal
game of charades. It’s not the
big intellectual revival of daytime
TV," Ludden said, but he believes
you can’t watch it without participating and exercising the brain
just a little.
He’s better known as emcee of
the three-year-old "College Bowl.’
a Sunday afternoon quiz that pi,
teams of college scholars again,’
each other.
"It’s putting the spotlight on,
what is really the colleges’ proud.’
eat product
students
their
Ludden said. "Suddenly the fol.:
moat important kids on the can.
pus are the top students."
And the program has paid ol:
he said, not only in the impomitil
emphasis on education, but
money for education. The sh.,
itself pays off in scholars11.1
money, but it has gone furth.’.
Ludden said, in stimulating bort
alumni and interested strangers I..
make contributions to the college,
One college whose team had in,
outstanding run on the
opened an envelope one day ail I
found $10,000 in old bills and
two-word note "for education."
They still don’t know who sem.
It, Ludden said.

about eight marks ($2i a pound.
cigarettes are two marks ’541
cents) for a package of 20, and
gasoline retails for 0.55 marks a
liter 155 cents a gallon I.
iiturcuts, on the other hand, are
only two marks (50 cents), and
the fee for a normal filling at the
dentist’s is eight marks two dollars).
SHOPPING A I’HORE
Prices tor food and clothing are
comparable to American prices,
but the art of shopping is still a
chore, with supermarkets only
gradually entering the scene.
Although Germany is the birthplace of social security, introduced
under Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, this system is highly taxed
today through the staggering
number of pensioners, war victims
and war widows.
The West German currency L.,
one of the most stable in the
world, but the slight inflationary
trend of the mark hurts these
pensioners especially hard, as they
are dependent upon a fixed income. And more than 11 per cent
of West Germany’s population is
aged 65 and over, many of them
pensioners.
This explains why West Germany’s tax structure is comparable to that of the United States,
although defense expenditures are
far lower in the federal republic.
In addition to the steep income
tax, which averages 25 per cent,
there are taxes on most consumer goods, particularly the "luxury"
items, including automobiles.
TAXES HIGH
To drive a standard-sized American automobile in Germany, one
would have to pay between $225
and $250 a year in taxes, plus an

greisler

Tailored to a "1." by Tami
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BALCONS DEPT. STORE
Rock A.,

WELCOME BACK GRADS
FROM

ARCHES
STEAK HOUSE
The Spartan Rendezvous
NOW UNDER NEW MAN8CEMrsT
OPEN 8 A.M..) P.M. t1 N.
6 A.M.. 11 P.M. VterN..-

545 SO. 2N1) ST.
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ABROAD
i SPARTANS
With Sharon Brawley
This coming summer, join
Sharon Brawley on a special
san Jose State Student Tour of
Europe. See the fascinating and
glittering capitals of the continent.’ in 63 days.
This co-ed tour will leave on
June 29 and return on Aug. 30.

.4.41
See Europe
with Sharon
this summer
for only $1255

1,apri

Home
Munich

TRAVEL ADVISORS

21 L. San Fernando (1. 7-2121

For Homecoming Weekend
the

1fAiMtqi

klood".6
MEN’S

STORE

Lord Jeff Sweaters
Three -Piece Traditional Suits

selects

Car Coats
Jim Dandy
A great little fashion coal with a
bundle ot practical features It’s
100% washable, water repellent cot
ton poplin. the collar is convertible.
If has roomy pockets and trim tit.
ting peaked set in sleeves In Tatty
Beige and Scarlet

$19.95

Toboggan Coat
Warm enough to me." v,nter at ts
worst! The soft, deep Pasha Pile
looks and behaves like a lamb
.
it’s 100% Crestann Acrylic bound in
cotton suede, punctuated with wood
en thong buttons. lined with shim
menng satin In butter.

S25.95
181 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE 13, CALIFORNIA
CYpress 4-5534

Hamburg

-licnearri nelson:I

Greetings
to
Alums!
Pendletons

Sharon will see to it that there’,
never a dull moment as you
travel through Europe and
Scandinavia on this exciting
tour. Make your reservation.
now. Call Sharon at CI 3-9698
or contact Howard Nelson’s
Travel Advisors.
Bergen
Florence

I

Spartan Fashion Council

A -I Rapiers
key Shirts

Mon. -Sat. 9:30-9 p.m - Son. to 6 pro

Ain

London
Paris

1, ,1

DARLENE SWEATERS & TAMI SKIRTS

"Chuck" Kahn, owner of
Wood’s Men’s Store, sends his

Wood’s Men’s Store specializes in:

,,,,,,
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awe. The tax and insurance rates to take in unwanted sub-lessees.
are independent of the age of the and rental fees were kept at art
ear.
artificially low point.
This probably explains the preApartment houses are still beine
valence cii small cars in Germany built with goverrunent subside-,
and elsevvhere in Europe.
to afford the lower income groups
Housing, or rather the lark of reasonably-priced living quarters,
it, constitutes another "hole" in but only refugees, pensioners and
the federal republic’s "miraculous" bombed-out persons are eligible
recovery.
for such housing. Quarters built
Even before the war, 1.5 million without such governtoeut aril,
dwellings were required in the however, are out of rearh ot the
whole of Germany, according to average wage-earner.
federal statistics. The Allied air.
Despite these shortcomings of
retch; during the war reduced the the economic "miracle," however,
number of dwellings considerably, Germans as a whole seem satisand the influx of refugees after fied that they are better off than
the war helped to make the situa- ever before, although their’ living
tion critical.
standard is still below that of the
For years, rentals could be ob- United States and some other
tained only through the govern- ,western countries.

(Student Charge Account,1
Downtown, 161 So. First

Valley Fair
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War, Revolution, Famine

U.S.’s Biggest Radio Telescope Research
’Dish’ Is Erected On Stanford Campus
University c.impu,
parabolic .ultetuta for radar and
STAN-FORD, Calif. (UPI)
Si.intord
America’s biggest radio telescope! Scientists hope to use the 70- radio explorations of the solar
’dish" has been erected on the ton, 150-foot steel-and alurnimum system before the end of the year.
The Stanford dish is the first
of three such radio telescopes to
be built in the United States. The
Air Force will soon raise another
at SagEunore Hill Radio Astroni.kNioNt, OTHER TI
omy Observatory, Mass., and the
Navy is readying a third on the
Virginia coast.
The $350,000 research instrument here was designed and built
by Stanford Research Institute
scientists under support of the
Air Force office of Aerospace Research and the Defense Atomic
Support Agency.

Old Grads Know

USSR Has Largest Widow Percentage,
Most Polyglot SocietyPopulation Bureau
With a population density ul
SUBSIDIES
By LOUIS CASSELS
Soviet people, except those who
On the other hand, the govern- 24 people per square mile quite
WASHINGTO.... (UPI) Rus- are
under 12 years of age, has
sia "probably has the largest pro- escaped the repercussions of war, ment provides financial subsidies low by Western European Qj
duction of widows of any country revolution, forced labor or fam- for large families, maternity Asian standards-- Russia "dues
not have a poptilation problem in
in the world.
ine," the Bureau reports. "These
leaves for employed urban women the general sense of
undue pre*.
It also has one of the world’s misfortunes have left many scars
and medals to "heroine mothers" sure of people upon living space"
most "polyglot" populations, with onthe Russian population."
at present.
who have 10 or more children.
more that 100 separate nationalWOMEN LABORERS
ities.
One of the scars is an unusually
,
These and many other facts heavy proportion of widows. And
about the Russian population are this in turn helps to explain why
disclosed in a new study by the visitors to Rusia see older women
Complete
Population Reference Bureau, a sweeping streets, shoveling snos%
Selection
of
private non-profit research organi- and performing other jobs which
Latin-American
zation whose headquarters are men would do in this country.
here.
Up to age 32, Russia has a norRECORDS
"Not a single generation of the mal sex ratio
that is, the numLatin-American
approxber of men and women is
IMPORTS
imately equal. Above that age,
"the sex structure is very lopSan Antonio
West
76
Discount
sided since women outnumber men
CY 7-4976
San Jose
by 20 million." Most of the "surwith SJSC
plus" women are widows.
SPANISH
Student Body Card
Three-fourths of Russia’s pophardly any pictures of them have ulation (1959) census) of 209 milMagazines
76 W. San Antonio
been printed in Communist news- lion is made up of slavic peoples
Books
(Near Market St.)
Russians, Ukrainithe Great
papers.
ans and Belorussians (sometimes
San Jose
Cards
Greeting
But Red authorities allowed to
called W)ite Russians),
slip out of the bamboo curtain a
Om000mOssor
RURAL TO URBAN
picture of Liu and his wife greetRussia, like the United States,
ing the Nepalese royal couple. Observers here said it was a rare has experienced a substantial popHAPPY
picture because Liu had taken his ulation shift from rural to urban
areas during the past 20 years.
wife to the airport.
HOMECOMING
The rural population declined by
It has been nothing new for the 21 million, while the urban pop1961
wives of Nationalist Chinese lead- ulation brow by 40 million.
ers on Formosa. Madame Chiang
It also has had a major geoFROM CAMPUS
Kai-Shek has been seen attending graphic shift in population connumerous functions with her hus- centration. But whereas America’s
SNO-MAN
band. She has even attended many population hip historically moved
private meetings that Generalissi- westward, Russia’s great migration
mo Chiang gave to visiting digni- has been in the opposite direction
taries.
Eastward toward the Urals and
SNACK BAR
This was a sharp contrast to Siberia.
her counterparts on the Red ChiRussia’s birth rate (25 births
BEFORE THE GAME COME OVER FOR A
nese mainland. Mao Tse-Tung, per 1000 population per year)
chairman of the Chinese Comun- and its overall population growth
SPARTAN BURGER (45c) AND A
ist Party, has never been seen at- rate (about 1.7 per cent annually
tending official functions with his at present) closely approximate
CHOCOLATE DIP BANANA (150
wife.
those of the United States.
The Bureau reports that the
OPEN WEEK DAYS 630 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
Soviet government teems to follow "contradictory" policies toSATURDAY FROM 8 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
wards population. control.
On one hand, it permits conTHIS SAT. HOMECOMING WE’RE OPEN ’TIL 7 P.M.
traception, abortion and steriliKitty Corner from Men’s Gym at 4th and San Carlos
zation for health and other reasons.
mg the northern city limits of
Abilene, pleaded for annexation.
Abilene ignored them.
GO IT ALONE
So Mayor Perkins and some
other residents decided to go it
alone. Perkins, a public relations
man, got enough support from his
neighbors to push through a petition to slice off a 47-acre piece of
North Park and incorporate it as
the town of Impact.
They thought they might get
some urban renewal funds for the
rundown area.
When the incorporation election
was set, pandemonium broke out
in Abilene city hall. Officials saw
the specter of strong drink looming to the northand they were
right.
JUDGE FOILED
The county judge attempted to
call off the incorporation election,
but the residents didn’t pay any
attention to him. By a vote of 27-0
they made a town, and the state
supreme court ruled it was legal.
The city’s first municipal act
was to hold a liquor election. To
call the election the town had to
produce a petition signed by 25
per cent of its registered voters
who voted for governor in the last
presidential election year.
It sounded complicated. but Impact, being the size it is, met the
requirement easily. Only one voter
Bright futures in data transmission at W. EL
had to sign. By contrast, the response was overwhelmingsix
signed.
New engineers with initiative who can meet
We need high-caliber, forward-thinking enA special attorney for the city
Western Electric’s high standards are offered
gineers now to help us transform these plans
of Abilene attempted to stop the
many exciting career opportunities with our
into realities or to work with us in scores of
election by injunction but failed.
other key communications areas. Your future,
company in data processing development work
Liquor for off-premises consumpas it relates to communications.
the future of Western Electric, and the future
For example. Western’s engineersworking
tion was adopted.
of America’s communicationscould well declosely with Bell Telephone Laboratorieshave
The next step now is an elecpend on your first career connection.
solved development and manufacturing probtion to legalize on -premises sales
lems connected with the Bell System’s new
and clear the way for taverns.
Challenging opportunities esistnow al Western
DATA-PHONE Data set (made by Western
IIIdtic far electrical, mechanical, industrial, and cherni.
Electric). DATA-PHONE service lets business
cal engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts,
and business maims. All qualified applicants will rm
machines, such as computers, "speak" to each
seine careful consideration for employment without
other ins language of numbers and symbols over
regard to race, creed, color or national origin. For more
existing telephone communication networks.
,linof.o.rmavitleirsntearnboutti.W0e,iscternceEmlespoinri;: waritoniCo5111eoge. 012202represents a tremendous boon to business;

TebRosa’s

10%

Red Chinese Officials’ Wives
May Be Getting ’Freedom’

That San Jose Paint is the place to go, for Art Supplies,
Frames, Wallpaper and Paint for Homecoming Floats.

Valley Fair
SHOPPING CE N TER
CH 84171

DOWNTOWN
112 South 2nd Street
CY 2-1447

Become Subtly Provocative
in Black Crepe

TOKYO (UPI) The wives of
Red Chinese leaders are begirt.
fling to get an "equal" treatment
from their husbands.
Reports filtering through the
bamboo curtain indicate the Red
chieftains are now inclined to use
to their good advantage one aspect of western "culture"allowing their wives to appear before
the public.
Red China’s Chairman (president) Liu Shao-Chi surprised
many people last month by bringing his wife to the Peiping airport
to welcome the King and Queen
of Nepal.
Heretofore, Mrs. Liu had never
appeared before a big public gathering.
The majority of Red China’s
650 million people have not been
aware of activities of the wives of
their leaders. The wives have been
wrapped in a shroud of mystery.
The Communist press has hardly reported their activities and

’Liquor Starts Storm
In Dry Texas Town
Designed with flair,
imagination, and taste,
this Jane Andre will convey its fashion authority
to any girl who wears it.

From the
exclusive collection
at

garhara
206 South First Street
San Jose
10% Discount to Studonfs

IMPACT, Tex. (UPI)
As a
I town Impact is not much, but the
tiny place of 200 residents has its
larger neighbor Abilene in a dither.
Insignificant as Impact is, it is
the center of one of the most
blustering civic storms in the history of west Texas, and for one
reason aloneliquor.
Any minister in Abilene, a few
blocks away, will tell you proudly
his city is dry and has been for as
long as most people can remember.
Impact has voted wet, by a
whopping 18-2 majority, for the
sale of liquor and beer for offpremises consumption.
There aren’t any stores in Impact now, but Mayor Dallas Perkins foresees a land boom as SQ013
as liquor sales begin. The thirty
residents of Abilene are waiting.
Ministers and bootleggers are
fond of Abilene, where illegal
liquor flows more freely than the
clergy likes to think about. In one
recent month Abilene collected
more than $9,000 in fines for
liquor violations.
Impact didn’t get where it is
today without a struggle. For 20
years the residents of North Park,
a 600-acre triangular area adjoin-
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PRFSENTS
36,CAPITOL RECORDING ARTISTS
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from The hungrii

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go

PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS &
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT.
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Saturday
Monday - Thru
Bankamericard
First National Charge

Ac
Mueic
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

This
and consequently, it is estimated that some day
there may he more machine talk than people
talk using telephone lines.
Of course, data communications is only one
of many rewarding career areas that await
you at Western Electric. Here are nut a few
of the others: electronic switching ... solid
microwave radio
state electronic devices
relay...computer-programmed production lines
... solar cells... optical masers ... futuristic
telephones.

/roadway, Now York 311, New York. And be sure te
arrange for a Western INctrk interview when eur
college ropmsentaNvas visit your campus.

Wegtern Electric
SSIONOSSO/0,44 IMO S101.

OS toll ISO OWL.

Principal manulactering locations at Chicago,
Kearny, N. I. Baltimore,
indianaor,h, ind sii,ntown Ind laurnIdal.,Pa
Winston.Ssiem, N. C.; Buttelo, N. Y., ,North Andover, Mass Omaha, Nee., Kansas C.ty. Mo , Columbus, Ohio, Oklahoma t,tv
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N I. Teletype Corporation. Skokie,
, and 1.11110 Rock Ark Also Western Ele,r,
sow centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 titles General headquarters IlS SrliawaY New York 1, Id

J Alumni Association Preparing For Annual Reunion
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work.
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g
I HEM .
i’ n I,. k and Plan-,
Round 1, I.Vorld’ have’ been formulated "for the
or this .s,ar’s 14th greatest homecoming ever."
The Hyatt house will be the
riming, the SJS
tion will be hard ut scene of the alumni reunion. Starting at one Saturday afternoon a.
Arends is wield -the Gold room,
Is of year-

gone by v. in tetell st011es of past
greatness they once achieved in
the "Ivy Covered Pinnacles" of
S.M.
-

Sabu,Tarzan
Both Thinking
Of Comeback

.pc.
165 So. First Street
54 Valley Fair

IV RICK DI’ BROW
HOLLYWOOD HYPH - Two
.! the movies’ greatest jungle q
,oroes
Sabu and Johnny (Tar/an) Weissmuller -- have become I
modern-day salesmen. But they’re I
both trying to get hack into films.
Sabu, 37-year-old onetime "Elephant Boy," runs a maple furniture shop in Van Nuys, a city In
the San Fernando Valley near
here. The ex-actor took over the
,hop after his brother, Sheik Dan.
,gir, was shot to death by a teenage would-be robber last year.
Weissmuller, now 34, has his
own swimming pool business. But,
he said:
"It only brings in $10.000 or
,I2,000 a year. That’s why I’m
back to work if I can. It’s
a lot of money because those
!monies hurt you. If I was wellnoeted, do you think I’d go back
work?"
Saint, who was born the son of
:ti elephant trainer in India, said:
"I’ve had a number of offers,
it since my brother’s death I
vent felt like doing anything.
: can’t explain it. I just feel

STUDENT SPECIAL
SAVE 20%
Order your personalized Christmas cards now. Choose from
San Jose’s finest selection.

:a rd

Ju9t show your student body
card to save 20%.
Offer expires Nov. 15th.

McWhorter -lieuny, .9nc.
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Keen Warm Du.i.lg the Homecoming Football Game in

"THE ROAMER"
Corduroy Jacket

z

P.M.
rlos

This wide wale corduroy jacket compares very favorably with jackets selling
for as high as $27.50. It features a very
smart continental collar, full lining and
inside breast pocket. Available in olive,
sand and pecan. Sizes 36 to 46.
Req. $22.50

en.;
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82 South First St.

$11 9

The .1Urlis %Ill alSelii5. lotSt
homecoming parades and boast of
, .
, being part of a "Sweepstakes"
winner float. At 5 p.m., the alumni
will trek to First Street and will
witness the 1961 Homecoming parade which they will probably
agree is "the largest and most
colorful parades of all."
Starting at 8 p.m., the alums
will be treated to a gridiron bat, tie between SJS, and the highly-

Like Weissmuller, Sabu is mar"I and is a father.
"I’m here in the store almost all
hq, time now," said Sabu, "but of
,ourse I would like to return to
; acting. I’ll probably do some pictures in Europe.
"There were thoughts of my
doing a television series here based
on Rudyard Kipling’s ’Jungle
Book.’ But the sponsor felt the
expense was too great. The reason
Is this: To shoot animal episodes
in this country ---and shoot many
of them - is a terrific expanse.
YOU can’t do it with stock. shots
and make it realistic. We made a
:pilot (test) film, but that’s as
: far as we got."
Sabu, who learned his father’s
art, was discovered when moviemaker Alexander Korth went to
India in 1936 to film "Elephant
Boy." Director Robert Flaherty
:saw Sabo riding all elephant in
Mysore - and had him signed.
Overnight, Sabu became a star.
De and Shiek were taken to Eng!
rid and educated there. Other
i,ims such as "Drums." "The Thief
Bagdad" and "Jungle Book"
---tablished him as a major star.
coming to the United States
Hring World War II, Sabo beme Americanized --- about as
typical as a teen-ager could be.
lie served as a belly-gunner dui,
log the war on a 8-24 and rolled
op 42 missions. Among his many
decorations was the Distinguished
Flying Crass. He became ti citizen.
"In these days," he said, "they
"is’ not making my kind of pie tore. I still can work in Europe
hevause they remember me there.
The trouble with Hollywood today
is the producers don’t believe
themselves their pictures can
’,ake money . They don’t have
:Oh. Before they begin a movie,
Icy want to know how many
Minns it will make."
Weissmuller, who never was de-teal in his spectacular competi,..0 career as a national and
,Iympic swimmer, said he’s trying
, get is new "Jungle Jim" -type
IV series assembled.
"Like ’Adventures in Paradise,’
II
involves a boat." he said. "I
would have a schooner and there
ould be a boy of about 10 - the
ay I did it in the Tarzan ph’it -i’s
and it would he sort of a
iangle thing on water. I’m [oohing over the script now.
"I’m still in shape. I swim every
day, sometimes twiee a day."

touted Atizona State UM\ ersity.
The annual Post -game alumni
dance will he held in the new
Pavilion hall at the Santa Clara
County fairgrounds. Many fraternity and special interest groups
among the alumni have announced
they will be eombining their postgame reunions with the general
alumni dance.
In response to many requests.

114.1
Silkatit/1
ilietulJers
, 411.1111111
lionitvonung phaii, Lie
the alumni will also take part in Peggy Major, Armand Hazard,
this year’s Homecoming. The at- and Nick Lickwar.
rangements for this special feaSPARTAN DAI11.5
turn are being handled by Bot, Wednesfit* No,. emher
Bronzon. athletic director and f4,,
mer band director, Tom EgaL
TV & RADIO REPAIRS
The Spartan alumni band will pet
U.ed S, ts For Sol,
form at half. tine and r.iossibly in
PAYLESS TV
the Homecoming parade.
7/6 N
Cr 5 5520
Helping "Doc" Arends on in,

lot

NOW SERVING
YE OLDE
COLLEGE CROWD!
kortuL.,10.6
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SEE AND HEAR

.

.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

BANJO & RINKY-TINK PIANO: 9 P.M. TIL ?
SUNDAY ONLY:
SEE AND HEAR THE "FABULOUS COLLEGIATE" TRIO

THE STREET SINGERS!
ACTION STARTS 5 P.M.

PIZZA PARLOR
OUT WEST SAN CARLOS ON STEVENS
CREEK ROAD
AT THE VILLA SHOPPING CENTERACROSS FROM FUTURAMA

We Specialize in Pizzas

BOWL

ALL KINDS OF PIZZAS
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Order the Crust to Suit Your Personal Taste
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TIME PASSES
STANFORD. Calif. *UPI, -H
Workers clearing out shrubbery;
near Encina Hall at Stanford Universay discovered the rusted
works of an alarm clock enfolded ’

the cicaeh 0!
The tree had zLnaor
around the
clock after a sleepy student apparently had hurled it out a window of the men’s dormitory many
years my"

TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics

Portables

Standards

ALL MAKESALL MODELS
Fully Guaranteed
V Rent to Own
V No Deposit
Free Exchange

’10,000 Letters a Day’

Uranium King Vernon Pick Wants
People To Forget Him, His Money
SARATO(,A (UPI) -High on a
tir and redwood covered mountain
overlooking San Francisco Ray,
uranium king Vernon Pick wishes
people would forget him.
The onetime Minnesota farm. boy headed for the Santa C1117
mountains with his wife Ruth a
few years ago after finding his
fabulous Delta mine in south central Ctah. Ile sold it to financier
Floyd Odium and netted $6 mil-

-They want somebody to bail
them out. Most figure about $2001.)
will do it."
’
A retired railroad. telegr:tpher
.It
special
tiranium-puwered telegraph key.
After he was dead, it would la
I attached to his gravestone and
tap out his name in Morse code
into eternity.
Many people make their fruitless appeals in person. They come
by bus into Saratoga, then trudge
two miles up a winding mountain
road to Pick’s unpretentious lodge.
One man from Seattle appeared
at the door and announced, "God
sent me."
"Actually," said the soft-spoken,
58-year-old Pick, "I don’t think
most people really would want to
get some of
be miliioralres.
’i
the big things v..
always want .4 I hae
’
,,,lobile

The resulting publicity brought
up to 10,000 letters a day to Pick.
They’re still coming. Most start
.ialt, "I don’t want your money,
just a loan. The tall, lean -faced millionaire
124 E. San Fernando St.
CYpress 3-5283
emphasized that he needs no ad Next to Cal Book Store
Free Delivery
ice on how to spend his money:
FREE PARKING
he’s got first rate professional help
_ in San Francisco and he has long
since picked out his favorite charizZ !ies.
s:
What kind of people write and
3 STORES
.isk for money?
DOWNTOWN
Typical
tu; married
74 SO. ist ST WOMEN’S
’
..1.7011111/13
40
MEN’S
SO.
to
ST.
SMOr CO.
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAT NOV 1,t
THURS. FRI
SPECIALS GOOD WED
Stevens Creel
US Good
U.S. Choice Rib
LAMB CHOPS
SIRLOIN STEAK

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

:s

couple." said Pia. "They have a
child but they don’t want to lower
’ their standard of living. Then they
have another child and they get
deeper in debt.

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST SHOE CONCERN
WELCOMES YOU TO HOMECOMING WEEK

Leon
PORK STEAK

49c
55c

lb

Fresh Whole
FRYERS

NOV. 4th

85%.

Social Security Project

21

’City of Health’ Slums Turned
Into Mexico City Medical Center

lb.

STARLITE MEAT MARKET

OUR LITTLE

598 So F,rst St

CY 7-0082

HEELETS BY JOYCE

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates
=1

soft crush

3 MONTHS 518
USE "OUR RENT TO OWN" PLAN

Third & San Fernando

CYpress 1-7501

Lottery, which allocates part of
its revenue for welfare purposes.
Hut once the land was acquired
and actual building started, jurisdiction was transferred to the
Fed9ral Health Ministry,

By JAIME PLENN
SPARTAN IROMECOMINti
MEXICO CITY UPD- An imposing "City of Health." located
on 40 acres of landscaped grounds,
has begun to function here on
what formerly was one of this
modern capital’s worst slum areas.
Replacing the "City of Misery
and Death" are 10 large buildings
representing the latest thing in
medical architecture and all furnished with the most modern medical equipment.
. Architecturally and in its pro, jection as a social center, the
Mexico City Medical Center- its
it is known officially may be
considered It parallel of the world.
turned "Universal City," which
makes up the campus of the National University of Mexico here.
The Medical Caper originally
was a project of the Nation.il

SOCIAL SECIJISITY
More recently, the center became the property of the Mexican Social Security Institute, the
government department that manages one of the most extensive
social security set-ups in the
world. It is headed by Benito Coquet, long-time government official. former Ambassador to Cuba,
former jaivate secretary to President Adolfo Ruiz Cortinez, and a
close friend of President Adolfo
Mateos.
One of the first center buildings pot into operation was the
auditorium
administration
and
structure, and several important
international conventions already
have been held there.
About three months ago the
gyneco-obstetrics unit was put
into operation, with 24 beds, along
with the oncology unit of 180 beds
and the pneumology section with
270 beds. Other recently ’opened
departments include the Anatomical Pathology Department, the
Central Pharmacy. Blood Bank.
and School of Nursing.

royal palm

_joy 4= 4M

The Social Security Institute’s
acquisition of the hospital at an
announced cost of $32 million
s’olved a serious problem for the
institute, which formerly had to
send patients to private clinics
which were without proper con ’trots.

HEROLDS
The HOUSE of UNUSUAL SIZES
Men’s 5 to IS

DROP IN FOR AFTER -GAME REFRESHMENT
417 South First
LIVE MUSIC
CY 3-5900

’fSe,"WWoWeWee,,,,WW,WroWe’S.,.

The idea of the "City of Health"
goes back at least 20 yeats when
the government began seeking

exdk.q,
Electrical System
Transmission
Brake
Engine
Overhauls!!!

Think
About It!

Total bed capacity will he nearly 2,500.

You’ll find a glamorous collection of
Joyce Flats and Heelets at Herolds.

Drop in and brouse for those special shoes.

ways of generalizing it,
hospital facilities. At Ow
these included a Children
pital and a world -famed
logy Institute, headed by I
nacio Chavez, who reeem
named rector of the. Nat lot.
versity of Mexico.
The Medical Center’s t,
and intern facilities are
ordinated with those of
tional University.
More than 200 docb
nurses make Lio the I
manent staff of the
departm.,
out -patient
thousands of persons
The Medical Center
fittingly enough, mita,’
"Colonia de him Doctor.
Colony)," a residential
ness section in whieh
are named after lamina,
medical men.

COMPLETION
Still to be completed within the
next 18 months are pediatrics:,
alma I ()logy
anti
orthopedics,
,eneial, and rehabilitation departments.

Sleek little, chic little joyre
that send you spinning merrily amund autumn.
bashing hi’ day. Romantic hy moonlimht.
Sofi and supple on the shapely,
tliIloIf4, less.than-high heels you lore,
Delightfally detailed.
Ingeniously Joyce!

Women s Size 2 to 13

underway

in Colorado an l’tali
With a geology book in 0> liand
and a Geiger counter in tibotti,
the amateur prospector
crossed the desolate terrain
Colorado Plateau from
six weeks at it Ono for ti,
vvhitsleithhoitsit
year
wile- wai!,I
trailer at brand Junction
Pick searched for ,
suffered many hai,,
arsenic poisoning
drinking water.
His savings had
$300 and he was on
as he back -packed along
CALIFORNIA BOEND
dy River. His StUtileti
Then one night in May, l951. bearing rock told him la.
the trail orfnsonmetohnintegl
his $50,000 plant burned down, Et loo
ipnov
finally found what lie::4
was insured for about a quarter
Ile
v.
kingforan
of its worth. With some of the
insurance money, Pick and his plain view 400 feet tip Oa.
wife bought a panel truck and wall, 25 miles from Hank..
house trailer and headed for California.
k said he was
Utah,would-bele-be
claim-jumpers .,!,,
"I wasn’t aiming at becoming a
millionaire," he said. "I just want- suits before he was
ed tb get back what I lost in the ownership of his mine. SI/I1 I
dicious target practice wit):
fire."
The Picks decided to stop off pistol at his claim discouri,
and join the uranium lush then claim-jumpers, he said

jewelry, silverware and other
handicraft. Ile reads philosophy
and writes essays. And he flies his
!own airplane, as he has for 25
years.
In his shops he hopes to "develop worthwhile things to make
life better for people and improve
the dignity of man,"
AU in all, said Pick, he’s not
much changed from when he tan
an electrical repair shop at Two
Rivers, Minn., in the 1940’s. He
and his wife grew their own food
and in their best year he made
about $10,000.

and a Bonanza plane. But after
a while the stuff gets in tbe way.
"I know I don’t fit into people’s
, idea of a rich man. We have no
household help. If I want to wash
my car, I wash my car. I know a
lot of people who like to lie around
la pool at Palm Springs; but
they’re not interesting to me. 1
’ like people who do things. RADIATION DEVICE
Pick keeps busy on his R50-acre
property, which he calls Walden
West in honor of one of his faWrite authors, Henry Thoreau. He
built an electronics laboratory in
which he and technicians developed a device to measure radiation
given to cancer patients and an
airborne mineral detector.
He currently is in the midst of
building an elaborate retreat a
mile above his lodge and laboratory. The complex of redwood
buildings consists of a completely
equipped craft shop, a tool and
die shop, combination kitchen,
bedroom, study; an office, and a
partially completed air raid shelter tunneled GO feet into the side
of a mountain.
Ile likes to design and make

Yager &
Silva
78 So. 4th St.
CY 5-9868

SAVE UP TO

You wrapped in a II’ "
sweater lits "Darlene.- tar
Homecoming. JJI one III lb,
new Kill Fie.1
Red, V. Intr. Spice .1..i11pr.
and Elegant Black.

3c per Gal.
ON MAJOR GASOLINE
WITH OUR NEW
7 BLEND PUMPS

"The Campus Shop ’,ail
Campus Pricy, 44 E.

San Antonio St.

*in Jose, Calif.
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Practice Driving’ Cuts
uto Insurance Costs
ISchool
S ANGELES (UPI
nistrators and the insurance
try are looking at the driver
Los Angeles
ition program in
the high
,Is as one way to beat
f "practice driving."
driving"
le cost of "practice
block
Leen the big stumbling
,viding a program that would
..tnplete enough to qualify stureducs fur insurance rate

.5 Angeles schools expect to
in each student with the bethe -wheel phase of instructaxin 1961-62 at a cost to
s of only $6.70 per student.
compares with the 1960-61
figure of $23 per student
here will be 46 per cent more
nts in the program next year

at L,
ow:
the
Hato

this.
total of 11,895 students are
he program this year. There
ne 17.504 next year.
reduction in costs per stus credited to a lower aggrecost of instruction through
ted use of mobile classrooms,
equipped with 12 driving stmts. These devices test the rens of students operating a
nary automobile-like ma-

slag
ELSSIlt

Some

led
iter

slo Cinemas
Id Cultural,
elfare Goals

chine when they are confronted
with various driving situations on
a series of films.
The generally accepted standard
for an efficient driver education
course consists of 30 hours of classroom study plus six hours of actual behind -the-wheel experience.
In many states, including California, six hours of "practice driving" in an automobile simulator
can be substituted for three of the
six hours of actual driving experience.
Young men who pass these generally aceepted standards are eligible for insurance rate reductions.
Girls receive no reductions even
though they pass the course because their insurance rates are no
higher than regular "family" rates.
One Los Angeles insurance executive, Donald M. Johnson, had
high praise for the program.
"The action by the Los Angeles
City Board of Education and its
able staff in developing the most
economical way yet discovered to
provide good training for their students should blaze a trail that all
schools might very well follow,"
said Johnson.
"The insurance industry already
recognizes the value of a complete
driver education program such as
Los Angeles offers by reducing

1es across the
Anussion at a movie
it
e in Oslo not only is entertainhimself, but tourists to the
,egian capital as well.
ice 1925 the cinemas, as they
ihem there, have been owned
:e city, and the net profits go
Itural and welfare purposes,
..f Stranger, deputy mayor of
and chairman of the Cinema
pointed out that the vast,
,are -dotted Frogner Park
its existence to movie theater
cog other benefactors of the
,ter profits are the City Mu the Industrial Arts and
icrafts Museum, as well as
iety of Science, which cornthe world’s cultures.
I, Stranger boastft.ily pointed
money is being poured into
ling a modern museum to
e the works of the late artint
rd Munch, whose fame has
spreading more and more bethe borders of Scandinavia.
his will, Munch left the city
the works he.retained, some
canvasses and about 15,000
ings, engravings and woodcuts,
sling to Stranger. The collecis valued at some $6 to $7

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
CLAUDELLE ENGLISH

GAY THEATER

and
NO SUN IN VENICE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
All Color And CirierneScope
FANNY

").

Ind

THUNDER OF THE DRUM
--

Also

TANK FORCE

ROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
NORTH SCREEN
EXODUS
SOUTH SCREEN

75c
SATURDAY, SUNDAY &
FROM II A.M. to I P.M. .
I P.M. to 2 P.M.
AFTER 2 P.M.

YOUNG MAN
there’s only one real
Shetland and we’ve
got it. There’s only one
real look for young
men and that’s
Cricketeer. We’ve got
the look and the cloth in
this Shetland Sportcoat
ready for you
to try on now.
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PARK FREE
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

Special Discount
to All SJSC Students
LET’S GET
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HOLIDAYS

Plus "S&H" Green Stamps
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Ghosts? In a nation that treasures its ghosts and tells tales
about them, surely . . .
"We have to make our own
ghosts," Heath said, chuckling.
"We wait till some bloke blows
out his lamp, and then we run
finger along his back or tap him
on the shoulder."
Heath has caught many a rat
with his cap- "the little blighters
are too clever to fall for those wire
cages"but he’s never found gold.
or diamond rings, or even false
teeth.

COME SEE THE BIG
SELECTION FINE JEWELRY

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

can remember," Heath said. No
"You never find that sort of
"You meet the craziest OnVS
spies, no fugitives, no murderers. thing any more," he said. "The there you’ll find anywhere.- le
Just rats, and pockets of gas ; plumbing’s too efficient."
said.
that explode if you’re not careful,1 In London, he said, all the char"It ain’t dull," he said,
acters are "up top," not running
and floods.
ain’t like Paris."
" ’Course, it gets exciting when1 around down in the sewers.
royalty comes to town," said
Heath.
"Remember
that
big
OPEN MONDAY and THURSDAY NIGHTS .TIL 9
French bloke- -DeGaulle, was it?
The day he drove by, they sent,
plainclothes officers through here I
through all the muck looking for
bombs. Three times in one day.
4 .4
Good athletes, they was, too:’

NOW OPEN

J

To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

CLAUDELLE ENGLISH

ei

By ROBERT M. NDREWS
LONDON (UPI
Working in
a sewer is never dull," said the
London County Council pamphlet.
George Heath agreed, but with
reservations.
Paris had her Jean Valjean, the
fabled convict who made the sewers his home for a time. In Vienna’s post-war era of intrigue, the
notorious Harry Lime eluded occupation agents and finally met his
death in the dank underworld.
But London?
Heath, a ruddy-checked Cockney
who has worked in London’s sewers for more than 30 years, said
they have their moments hut
couldn’t match Paris or Vienna.
Heath scratched the grey hair
under his grimy flat cap and
shifted his hip boots in the mud.
His voice echoed through the dripping tunnels that disappeared in
darkness all around him.
In one direction, water gurgled
peacefully. Somewhere, rats scampered and splashed in the pitch
black.
"It’s been like this ever iirte, I

GOLF RATES

MARINES, LET’S GO
Also
ATTIE AT BLOODY BEACH
Academy Award Winner
THE VIRGIN SPRING

London ’Underworld’ Lacks Fugitives,
But Watch Out for Blokes ’Up Top’

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

e museum"the most modern
can imagine," according to
ger--is expected to be ready
year from now (the fall of
!,I will house changing
Munch’s works.

hote Slate

auto insurance rates for young
men with the training."
Johnson is vice chairman of the
Pacific Coast Advisory Committee
of the Insurance Information Institute.
The Los Angeles Board of Education learned in a poll of taxpayers and parents on the subject of
driver education and training that
most were strongly in favor of a
good program of instruction.
Eight out of ten taxpayers polled
said they thought the course
should be given even if it. meant
more taxes. Nine out of ten adults
favored the course when the question was separated from any mention of taxes.
The net cost to Los Angeles in
1960-61 for all students given behind-the-wheel training will be
$282,000. That figure will be cut to
$117,333 in 1961-62, despite the
fact that an additional 5,609 students will be trained the second
year.
In addition to the cost to Los
Angeles, the state of California
makes available up to $35 per student given behind-the-wheel training to any school district undertaking this optional program. The
classroom phase of driver education is compulsory in all California public high schools.
J
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Blind Student All-Around Star
BUFFALO. N. Y. (UPI) Ken plow problems," lie
said.
Costs, a senior at the University i
Ken studied at the Batas
’it Buffalo, is a prize winning de- N. Y., School tor the Blind, where
tailor, a champion wrestler and a he learned to take notes on his
dean’s list student who takes notes Braille slate in high school.
at RO words a minute.
As a sophomore at Batavia, Ken
Ken also is blind.
became the 138-145 pound New
The 22-year-old student finished York state wrestling champion.
high school in three yeats and,
In 1958. he enrolled in night
:avoiding to university fiends, he courses at the University of Bufwill get his bachelor’s degree in falo, while keeping a job 60 miles
the same time.
away at a furniture factory.
Ile attended summer school this
Three days a week he was up
year and expects to graduate in at 6 a.m, and worked tight
February.
through to midnight.
Ken’s future plans are to teach
Ken does most of his studying
high school history tor a few with a tape tecorder. He has all
NUN.
his textbooks reeurded, some by
"I think I can make the subject the Recording for the Blind in
interesting enough for the stu- New York, others by his classdents that there’ll be no disci- mates.

Welcome gracb - to

Homecoming - 1961
Before or after the game. stop in at Downtown
U -Save Market for your one -stop party shopping.
We have the largest selection near campus of:

Party Items
Foreign & Domestic
Cheeses
Dips and Chips
Carbonated or
Concentrated Juices

Australian Beaches

Nets Keep Sharks People Separate
CPI I
,V,stralla
Australia’s most densely populated
stale- New South Wales- appears
to have found the solution to a
problem that has plagued man for
centuriets -the fear of shArk attack.
Since 1937, the New South Wales
Department of Local Government
, has operated a scheme of systematic shark meshing off selected
beaches in the Sydney area. Now,
atter 24 years, the system appears
to have been almost 100 per cent
effective.
The operation is simple. Huge
seine nets 500 feet long and 20
teet deep are laid in pains parallel
to the beach, just outside the last
line of waves. The nets vary from
20 to 24 inches in mesh and are
made of imported hemp-- usually
from Japan.
"BUBBLE LINE"
The
"lead
line"
is heavily
weighted to keep it on the bottom,
while large glass floats tied every
few yards along the "bubble line"
keep the net upright. When set,
the net has the effect of a high
fence extending along the sea bed.
Heavy anchors at the extremities
of the net hold it firmly in position.

oiuioll 1105 Iris an ow Si lii 5(1-luut
group. Plenty of deck space aft is
required to carry the bulky nets.
Contractors work on a three-year
basis, after which new bids
called for by the government.
Shark meshing operations came
into existence on the basis of recommendations made by a Shark
Adviany Council. The council was
formed to investigate methods of
protection against sharks after a
series of partiisilarly vicious attacks which shocked the nation.
Packs of sharks roamed the Sydney beaches at will, leaving in
their wake a trail of home., death
and mutilated bodies.
Almost every conceivable solution was discussed and the council
eventually decided to give meshing
a trial. In the initial run off Bondi
beach, one net accounted for 34
vicious man-eaters in a single
night. In 1937, meshing was offidally adopted, and the slaughter
began. In the first couple of years,
thousands of sharkswhite pointters, mako, grey nurse, tiger.
bronze whalers, hammerheads_
were dispatched to the happy hunting grounds.

THINNED OUT
Then the sharks began to thin
The nets are hauled in and reset
out. Beaches which previously had
each day by the government’s
20 shark alarms a day, found themshark meshitig contractor.
*Ives going weeks without a single
When bad weather is expected, shark sighting. Then came the war,
the nets are brought ashore until
The little trawlers were requisicalm weather returns.
tinned by the United States Navy,
As with all fish, once a shark more important work assigned the
has hit the net, it’s just a matter boats as minesweepers and flak
of time. The more the shark strug- ships. For 5 years no meshing was
gles, the more firmly it becomes carried out, but the beaches reentangled in the net. The sharks mained unexplainably clear of
eventually become exhausted and sharks. No attacks were recorded
drown,
in the period the beaches were unThe contractors usually are pro- protected.
fessional fishermen, their craft !
Meshing resumed in 1946. Its op.

,
1,k, li.s
of S.11:10
occurred throughout the years. On
meshed beaches, however, it has
significantly fallen away to almost
nil.
Whatever the reason, there is
no doubt the system works well.
Basically the idea is sound. It could
be improved, of course, providing
sufficient funds were made available. The nets could be deeper. exrending from ocean bottom to near
surface level. They could be
Lt,h_sistesicy

i*,

100 miles to the north, and to
Wollongong. 50 miles to the south,
both densely populated industrial
areas.
Many people regard shark meshing as ineffectvie, and a waste of
public money. When I was appointed supervisor of shark meshing, Wollongong area, in 1958. I
was one of those petsuns The
las. left
schemeia
had t, many fe.
too much to chance.
What was to stop sharks swimming over the tops of the nets, or
moving fit from the sides, close to
the beach? The beaches were
alestied on a rotation basis, anti all
beaches did not have full sevenday-a -week coverage. And what
ving in
was to stop the sharks
when the nets were ashore’

longer. thus
age. Each beach COUill I.
day-a -week enverage
ent monthly quota
that is all a mutter id
Following it series
in a few months in
the city of Durban it.
adopted the Austiall
meshing, with a few e .
to suit requirements. ltek
cute they have found
sue, essi ul.

** *********** **

McClellan Air Force Base at Sacramento,

Calif of 5550

ANNOUNCES

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FOR
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
($5355 to $6345 Per Annum)

However, after two years of
study of all aspects of the opera lion, I am firmly convinced that
sshark meshing -is the answer to
hark attack.

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
($4345 to $5355 Per Annum)
MeCLELLAN HAS A CONTINUING REQUIREMENT FOR A LARGE
NUMBER OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE POSITIONS ARE IN SUCH FIELD’
AS THE FOLLOWING:

Eddie Hollis. skipper of the 45foot Arbooka out of Wollongong,
and for seven years a shark meshing contractor, summed it up:

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT
ACCOUNTING

"The sharks we actually mesh
a drop in the bucket.
arp only
Over lung experience 1 have COME.
to the conclusion we scare more
away than we catch. My theory is
that once a shark has smelled or
touched a net, lie gets Lea uf there,
and doesn’t come buck."

Applications are being accepted from male students
who will receive their Bachelors or Masters degree
by June 1962

To give credence to this theory
there is the fact that on unmeshed
O. S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
beaches, sharks can be seen cruisU. S. Citizenship Required
ing up and down, singly and in
packs. On a meshed beach, perhaps
A RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT THE CAMPUS
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON 6 NOVEMBER 1961
only a few hundred yards away,
sharks are conspicuous by their
CONSULT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND
absence.
TO ARRANGE FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENTS
On unmeshed beaches, the usual :**********

Fresh Cigars
Remember the new status -symbol of today’s
campus man is the big fat cigar!
I lilt-

Block from Campus

WA \TOWN U-SAVE MARKET
3 rd and San Fernando

FANCY SLIPS
Ladies’, Rayon
With Lace Trim

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call et Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Spartan Rental
f,,r this sent. C.

c:raved op,.
2-4361,
"

Furn. rms. male student, kit. prin.
$15. Call CV 3-3088.
Quiet, mod. I bedrm. (urn, apt., 1/2
from campus. Avail. Nov. 15-24. Co.
pref. $81.50. Marlow Apts., 33 So. c
Owner. AX 6-9380.

Nino’e student to share unapproved a.
CV 8-5456.

StudioAll
’56 Plymouth Belvedere H.T., S&H, new So. 9th.
riac. "ice,. Lc -a c,a. Apr. #13. 335
No. 6th.

$80. 61

Help Wanted

VW ’60: original owner. Ceram? green, MenNeed $SO era money each week
ell year ’round? If you here a car, can
I.
Pitts. CV 4-8252.
work 3 eves, a week, end 1/2 day Set.,
Plym., ’SS convert., good top: R61-4. phone CV 5-1950 or FR 8-2529 for appt.
Ca’ 8-0478.
Male student fc, weekend work. Telephone CL 8-3188 before 6:00 p.m.
Roll-a-way bed, $6.
Call CV 33088.
Banjo players wanted for steady weekend work. Call CV 5-1306 or AN 6-7565
’61 Motorola portable stereo. New
needle. Call CV 7-653/ after 3 p.m.
Lost & Pctend
old) lost in
Commuters! Must sell men’s boarding Fawn boxer (5 yrs.
hcase -ontract. Paid to Noy. 15. 680 So. osrity of So. 15th. Call Mac, C’
rah CV 7-0664. Lorry Krieger.
Prstsatals

ad:

Boarding house contract for sale. I/2 Permanent hair removal. A. L Nanteile,
Pio, from library. For information, Reg. Electrologist. 210 So. 1st, Rm. 422.
C’s’ 11654 Celia Smith,
CV 4.4499.

EASY-ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERT’SING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College, Son Jose, California.
Chick On,

’

Personals
Lost 8 Found
Transportation

Help Wanted
Services

’
For Sale
( , Rentals
U MiscellOsisteli

Please Print:

Big Assortment

NECKTIES, MEN’S

Phone

For display advertising rates, call CV 4-6414, Ext.
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday

Ea.

39c Value

Ea.

Fancy White Floral Prints

PILLOW CASES
Pr.

BOYS’ FLANNEL SHIRTS

BANDAGE ADHESIVE
a Pkg.

4 Pr.

Ea.

COLORING CRAYONS

Each

Ea.

’11"
RADIOS ... 6
BATTERIES...9 v. TRANsisToR 19c
SCARFS
29c
TRANSISTOR

Includes
Case, Battery, Earphone

ea

SILK & RAYON, LARGE COLORFUL
ASSORTMENT

BED SPREAD
JACQUARD
APPROX.
SIZE 80x100

$188

MEN’S BELTS

59,
ER

SWEATERS
Cardigan
BOYS’

CELLOPHANE
TAPE
1000 -in, Roll

$2.50 VALUE

Name
Address
Ott).

Ea.

Ea.

LEATHER. IN BOX

(Count 13 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
20. tech Addlthntol Line
25c First Inserticos
(7 -Line Minimum)
Days
Run Ad For
Starting Date
Enclosed 8
--_ Cheek No.

SET

MEN’S LEATHER WALLET
Req. $2.50

FLOWERS

8 to

Boxed

BOYS’ OR GIRLS’ SOX

Washable. Artificial Plastic

Red Cross

Nicely

MEN’S

Ea.

JERGEN’S SOAP
Regular Bar

2 Packages
electric kitchen.

WOMEN’S KNIT
$8.95 VALUE

HANDKERCHIEFS
Men’s Cotton, White

Rentals

Per Sale

9c

CUFF LINKS 10
& TIE BAR
4. 7C

SWEATERS
BULKY

88c

LADIES’ HANKIES
EA.

PAJAMAS
GIRLS’ 2 -PIECE
FLANNELS.
SIZES 2 TO 14

KIRK SALES
OPEN MON.-THURS.-FRI. NITES TILL 9 P.M.
TUES.-WED.-SAT. TILL 6:30 P.M.
SUNDAY 10:30 TO-- 6:30 P.M.

198 SOUTH FIRST STREET
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

ea.

GIFT BOX OF
TWO ATTRACTIVE
HANKIES

980X

SHOES
LADIES’ OR GIRLS’
CORDUROY
$2.98 VALUE

Ladies’ Necklace &
Matching Earrings
One - Two - Three
Strands
Cof Assorted
olor Beads
Box
Extra

88,
Set

HOMECOMING GREEN

COMING THROUGH!
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Four in a Row?

Spartans Seek To
Extend ASU ’Hex’
By EARL OUSTKEY
San Jose State has a hex working over Arizona state university.
The Spartans will be going after their
fourth straight win over the Sun Devils from
Fempe, Ariz.. Saturday night Coach Bob
Titchenal’s crew invaded Tempe last season
and upset the previously Indicates’ Sun DeviI 12-7.
San Jose will go into this year’s game
with a 4-3 mark, while ASU sports a 5-1
record. Coach Frank Kush’s team beat
winless Hardin -Simmons Saturday 47-0. The
Spartans bounced hack from a two-game
losing streak to upend Washington state
21-19 last Saturday.
Spartan fans were heartened to see the
locals tally three touchdowns in the second
half. the 21 points representing more scot,
ing than San Jose has shown all season. The
1:ougars led 13-0 at the half, but Chou Gallegos and Oscar Donahue teamed up to set
-ome new SJS passing records and defeat
the 1:ougars.
The Cougars were pressing for a winning
touchdown in the closing seconds of the
game, but Spartan sophomore Walt Roberts
tame through with a crucial interception
in the end zone to kill off the Cougar threat.
In Arizona state’s thumping of HardinSimmons, the entire Sun Devil team saw action, with the first stringers sitting out most
of the game.
Long known as a hall-control team with a
potent ground attack patterned after Ohio
state’s "three yards and a cloud of dust,"
Arizona state has apparently turned into an
air power.
Before their bout with Hardin-Simmons,
ASIZ had averaged 156 yards a game rushing while giving their opponents 166. But
the southwest team had averaged 138
through the air to just 98 for the opposition. They had scored 16 touchdowns,
eight through the air and eight on the
ground.
In the Sun Devil’s thrilling 24-23 win over
Oregon state two weeks ago, sophomore quarterback John Jacobs supplied the margin of
sirtury with a 64-yard touchdown pass play
to another sophomore, halfback Charlie
Taylor.
Senior quarterback Joe Zuger is among
the nation’s leading punters with a 43.1 average, and has completed aro 1 50 per cent
of his passes.
End Roger Locke leads the Sun Devils in
reeeising. Other fine pass receivers are Tim
Lee and Herman Harrison.

But the big gun in the Devil offense is
fullback Nolan Jones. Jones captured his
team’s rushing leadershi in the Oregon
state game when he pounded out 55 yards.
He also excels in place kicking with at
least one field goal and over 10 conversions.
San Jose, on the other hand, seems to have
snapped out of a nasty offensive slump which
saw them score only six points against Stanford and Oregon on successive weekends.
The scoring splurge in the second half
against ’Washington state also was indicative
of Titchenal’s crew to rebound after a bad
first half showing.
Titchenal stated after the game that the
victory was not the Spartan’s best of the season, but that he was pleased wilt the manner
in which the locals came back in the second half.
The Spartan coaching staff was also highly
pleased with the performance of Roberts,
who came up with the key interception in
the last seconds. Roberts also looked good on
offense, picking up 26 yards rushing.
"Oscar Donahue probably played the
beat game he has ever played for San Jose
State," Titchenal remarked. Donahue set
a new pass reception record for the Spartans with 124 yards against the Cougars.
Donahue also helped contain the Washington state passing attack while on defense.
The Spartan mentor also reported that
Gallegos "played a very outstanding ball
game." Gallegos, the nation’s leading passer,
completed 16 of 23 pass attempts.
But as far as defeating Arizona state goes,
Titchenal didn’t think an effort akin to the
WSU win would do the trick. "We haven’t
played a game yet that would beat Arizona
state," he said.
When Titchenal took his gridders to
Tempe last year. the Sun Devils were ranked
18th in the nation.
Arizona state scored a touchdown in the
first seven minutes of the game for an early
7-0 lead. In the second quarter, the Spartans marched 84 yards in eight plays to
score their first touchdown. The score came
on a 29-yard pass play from quarterback
Mike Jones to Oscar Donahue after a double reverse that fooled the Sun Devil secondary.
In the third quarter, fullback Johnny
Johnson shot right up the middle for 44
yards and the winning touchdown. The Spartans failed to score on both attempts at twopoint conversions. The contest went right
down to the wire with ASU on a drive when
the final gun sounded.

FANCY STEPPING Mack Burton has been a mainstay in the
Spartan backfield for three seasons. Burton had a great prep
career at Washington High School in San Francisco with all.
American, all-city and most valuable player in track and football

honors to his credit. Not limiting his athletic talents to football,
Burton is an outstanding broadjumper during the track season.
The senior recreation major led the Spartans in 1960 with 23
pass receptions for 367 yards and two tiuchdowns.

Grid Stars Await Homecoming
TOP PASSER
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BOX

39
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SPARTAN HALFBACK Tom Doslak supp.liet
punch to the San
jet, transferred Jose backfield. Doslak, a
to San Jose from Denver universify. An all -conference
fullback at Wilson

junior college in Illinois. Doslak should see plenty
of action Saturday night when the Spartans
meet Arizona State in a homecoming battle.

CHON GALLEGOS gets set to fire a toss in Spartan practice
session. Gallegos has been rated the nation’s leading pricier for
most of the season. Against Washington State last Saturday,
Gallegos connected on 16 of 23 attempts to fie the mark set in
1956 by Bob Reinhart against San Diego State. Gallegos was
all -conference football, baseball and basketball at AMIN Lick

high school in San Jose. The Spartan passer played quarterback
for San Jose city college in 1959. In 1960, playing behind Mike
Jones, Gallegos completed 30 passes in 56 attempts for 300
yards and two touchdowns. He totaled 174 yards passing against
the Cougars last weekend. The senior physical education major
elands 5.9, weighs 175 pounds,
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Marching Band Shares
Spotlight With Gridiron
Footballers. apparently, don’t
monopolize the gridiron any
longer.
Displaying team work of its
own on the field and making itself
as much a part of college football
as yell leaders and rooting sections is the marching band.
The modern band does a lot
more than just march. It goes
through intricate patterns and
formations, it sings and plays
everything from Souza marches, to
classics and current show tunes.
Going through such paces in a
major role at tomorrow’s homecoming game will be SJS’s own
marching band.
Roger Muzzy, SJS band director, said that precision marching
is a relativety new trend. During
the 1920s bands usually remained
in the stands and performed
marches. It was not until the ’50s
that precision marching and formations became a vogue.
TOY SOLDIERS
Formations, he explained, are
first worked out on paper and
then are further studied with toy
soldiers on a scale model of a
football field. A formation that
may look perfect on paper may be
an entirely different thing on the
field.
The college band, 110 members
strong, is all male, for, according

SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
6 HAIR DRYER
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
NO WAITING

ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th
SPANISH FOODS
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO
Spa n
93 Willow St.

CV 5-9514

Homecoming
plans are
on the way.
Order
CORSAGES
now!
YOU CAN DEPEND ON

ONISHI FLORIST
SAN JOSE’S FINEST
FLOWER SHOP

175 Taylor.

CV 5-1130

to Mr. Muzzy. women simply cannot march well and cannot take
the strenuous work involved in
learning a new routine.
He commented on other problems with a group this size that
must produce new material for
each game. He said about 1000
pieces of music are checked in
and out for each appearance.
Eight to ten hours of drill are
required to learn a marching
routine, and often this may run
to 15 hours of practice. In all.
Mr. Muzzy stated, about 1500 man
hours goes into a show.
Unlike a football team that relies on certain routines each game,
the band must learn new "plays"
for each show, including formations and music.
CALM ON SIDELINES
Mr. Muzzy confided that when
the bands takes to the field for
a performance he remains on the
sidelines, perfectly calm. "experience has shown that whatever
happens at this point is beyond my
control," he said.
A dramatic, possibly unique,
touch to Saturday’s half time
show will be a singing of the
Lord’s Prayer by Edwin Dunning,
baritone of the San Francisco
Opera.
Also scheduled is a snappy band
routine to "Mack the Knife," a
Hawaiian dance group, the first
appearance of a new girl’s drill
team and presentation of the
homecoming queen.
Daily drills for the band have
gone into the homecoming show
under the direction of Mr.’ Muzzy
and Don Carre’, assistant band
director and graduate student
here.
’BEST BAND EVER’
Carre’ said one of the main
problems is getting the thansitions from one formation to
another smooth and orderly, while
allowing for general appearance
and sound quality.
According to both Mr. Muzzy
and Mr. Carre’ the current group
is the "best band ever." Both
stressed the amount of time and
work that goes into each band
performance.
Drum majors this semester are
Charles Coburn and Mike Kambeitz. Baton twirler is Claudean
Moreland.
Following football season the
marching band will split into two
concert groups and a pep band
for haskothall mmes.

SAVE
per
3c
2c &
gal.

Bonfire Flames Will Warm
Spirits, Pants and Hearts
Warnong up sioriis at San Jose
State this fall in preparation for
the homecoming game and in conelusion to the week honoring returning alumni will be the traditional bonfire Friday night at
the parking lot across from the
county fairgrounds,
Among activities occurring at
the blaze. which commences at
7:15 p.m., will be a pep rally featuring the SJS yell leaders, Spartanettes and homecoming queen
Pat Travis and her court.
Opening rally activities will be
entertainment presented by five
singing groups of the college. The
groups will base their acts on the
homecoming them e. "Spardi’s
World Tour." presenting tunes and
folk songs from countries around
the globe.
RALLY PERFORMERS
Performers are the Drovers, the
Townsmen. Jack Traylor from the
Gateway singers, the Outlanders
and a trio consisting of ’Diane
Flores. Loraine Crider and lone
Cheesebrough.
Construction work on the bonfire project will be done by’ Alpha
Phi Omega, men’s honorary fraternity. Structure work will begin Friday morning.

-Until now we have built the
bonfire on Thursday preceding the
rally. This year, in an attempt to
outsmart students from the University of Santa Clara or Stanford
university, who might have some
pre-ignition ideas, we decided to
have the work done the day of
the event." Denny Chambers,
chairman of the bonfire commit.
tee, explained.
Chambers added that pledges
from fraternities on campus will
stand guard at the location to
protect the structure from any
unfortunate mishaps.
HR. VSOOD USED
Members of Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity are presently acquiring
materials for the bonfire from
railroad companies. The structure
will be made of large raidroad ties
encircling smaller pieces of wood.
In the past, Spardi has been
responsible for igniting the blaze.
Because of the absence of his
head, which disappeared at a football game earlier this semester,
he will be unable to perform the
duty this year. For this honor,
Chambers said, the committee will
ask the homecoming queen or
some distinguished person from
the college to participate.

Dm, III iirst...,

American music will be represented by a combo of local SJS
boys playing rock n’ roll and dance
music. The Galaxies, as the combo
calls itself, have played in the
San Jose area.
The Galaxies are composed of
Pete Vernaci and Bob Greenwood
Following the homecoming on saxophone, Tony Pagon, guitheme of "Spardi’s World Tour," tar; John McDermott, drums;
the pre-game show will consist of
musical numbers from around the
world presented by local performers and San Jose State students.
Sharon Martin’s Aloha Nani
dancers, all young girls from this
area, will open the pre-game show.
A group of professional dancers,
the Aloha Nani girls have toured
Hawaii and eight western states
entertaining at military bases.
COFFEE CANTATA
"Coffee Cantata" will be presented by Fred Scott, a vocalist
and dancer. A student at SJS,
Scott has performed in Los Angeles, Cincinnait, Chicago. and
SJS student productions.

FIRE AND FIGHTSWhile Spardi lit last year’s bonfire amidst
a throng of SJS students, the previous night (below) fraternity
pledges kept invaders from jumping the gun on him, it was hot
for a while.

FR ED SCOTT
TODAY
. .. "Coffee Cantata"
SJS feature on Channel 11,
Andy La t egne, vocalist; Jerry
KNTV, from 5:30 to 6 p.m., to
Scott, piano, and Stan Bonaccorso,
explain homecoming activities and
bass.
campus life of SJS.
A dance from the Cole Porter
TOMORROW
musical, "Kiss Me Kate," will be
Downtown window display judg- performed by Lynda Jensen, an
ing.
SJS student. Miss Jensen is a
member of the Associated Glee
FRIDAY
club’s "Kiss Me Kate" presentaBonfire at fair grounds parking tion scheduled for next month.
lot, 7:15 p.m.
"THE DEBS"
SATURDAY
"The Debs," a trio of SJS coeds,
Parade, First at., 5 p.m. Pre- will repeat their performance at
game activities, 6:45 p.m. Game, Friday night’s bonfire rally for
Spartan stadium 8 p.m.
the pre-game show, according to

1\1 CD Vf I
Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic
Keeps hair handsomely groomedall
day Fights dandruff Moisturizesprevents dryness Guaranteed non-greasy

10f$ & Taylor

enkikie

only the hest

HAIR TONIC

S H U LTO NJ

cuts of beef!

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
I hat Our

Romit
Tonight!

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

72 E. SANTA CLARA
24-1.11t.
FREE PARKINGREAR OLD Y.M.C.A.

Athlete of the Week
JEFF F1SHBACK
Ummm, it’s

Our selection from FOREMOST
this week is Spartan cross-country
ace, Jeff Fishback. Jeff, a junior
transfer from San Mateo JC,
broke the SF course record last
Friday in his race against the
Gators with the time of 16.211. This
is the third consecutive race Jeff
has won this seasontaking first
place in all three and bettering his
time over-all! Best of luck for a
continued successful season Jeff,
from . . . FOREMOST!

Delicious ...
FOR
Ice Cream

Dave Lindstrom, co-direct,
pre-game show.
The trio toured with the Gas
Lease show last summer and
performed for civic organiztolas
in San Jose. They are bare
Flores, lone Cheesebrotut asi
Lorraine Crider.
Co-directors of the show art
Dr. Gus Lease and Mr. Lind,,rorr.

OUR PRICES ARE
LOW PRICES

Come to

FIRST STREET
REXALL DRUGS
Nest to Woo/worth 5
35 So, First St

Your Beauty Needs
Headquarters
Bankamericard
Free Delivery

Schedule of Events

Angelo serves

AND THAT
AIN’T NO
BULL!

Aloha Nani Dancers Will Star
At Pre-Game Show Saturday
lS

PURITAN OIL CO.
6th & Keys

night. They are (I-r) lone Cheesebrough,
raine Crider and Diane Flores. Dr, Gus Leese,
co-director of the pre-game show, leads the Ha

Hawaiian and Polynesian dances
by the Aloha Nani dancers of San
Jose will be the feature of Saturday night’s pre-game show at
Spartan stadium, beginning at
6:45 p.m.

Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg. 100+
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 380
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 500
Castrol
cif. 19¢
l00% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2-6al. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
Cigarettes
package 220
41h & Williams

REPEAT PERFORMANCEThe Debs, trio of
SJS coeds, will appear at the bonfire rally
Friday night and the pre-game show Saturday

First
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RELOK
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Metheny, Sue Markley, Jack Stinchfield and
Arlene Jung combine efforts to get their float
materials ready to put the huge float together
for this year’s homecoming parade "Spardi’s
World Tour." Fraternities and sororities and
independent organizations will sponsor floats
in the parade.

GREEKS PREPARE for Saturday’s homecoming
parade at 5 p.m. with a touch of paint here and
a snip of the scissors there. Sigma Alpha Epsilons and Chi Omegas labor under the supervision of Bob Gang; (standing) homecoming
parade chairman. (I. to r.) Abe Garcia, Kari
TOOTH TIP
1
Philip L. White, spokesman for !
the American Medical Association, !
said chewing detergent food such!
as celery. carrot strips and rad- j
ishes ran help clean your teeth. !

__

9me
TOPS IN SHOE REPAIRS
We Make Street Shoos
into Golf Shoos
Naw Work Shoes

5 js m usic Fraternity
F ounded
Here in 1929

REPAIRING

On April 1, 1929, the Beta Eta throughout California. Another,
chapter of the Phi Mu Alpha, I Henri Zander is coordinator of inmen’s national professional music strumental music for the Santa
3ony -Slice Serche
fraternity, received its charter and Clara county office of education.
CY 5.9674
172 E. Jackson
was officially recognized on the
The SJS chapter of Phi Mu
SJS campus.
Alpha was the second formed in
A charter membership of 19 the state, the first being at the
COME & ENJOY THE FUN
University of Southern California.
started the chapter on campus.
Of these original 19 two are still Faculty advisor of the group is
at SJS. They are Dr. Forrest J. Dr. Hartley D. Snyder. head of
Refreshments a+ Snack Bar
Baird and Thomas E. Eagan. pro- the Music department.
The national organization was
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
fessors of music. The latter is
OUR SPECIALTY
province governor of northern founded at the New England conHours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
california with chapters at the, servatory of Music in 1898 as the
University of the Pacific, Fresno! Sinfonia Fraternity of America.
Josie’s Miniature
,tate, San Francisco state, Sacra- The current name, Phi Mu Alpha
18 Hole Golf
mento state and San Jose State! Sinfonia, came into effect in 1905.
Five years ago the local chapter
382 E. Santa Clara
colleges under his jurisdiction.
Six of tho 19 are TPaChl:1E! 11111sic had a membership of 12, according
to Professor Eagan. It now has an
!ictive membership of 46.
GREETINGS
During the war only six memfrom one Spartan
bers remained on campus, he reto another
called. "I served as president
while a student and again as a
"We’ve been serving
faculty member because of the
Spartans since 1896."
!shortage of members during this
Let us help YOU with all
your cycling needs including.
! time," he said.
Membership at SJS is based
BICYCLES
This year’s homecoming theme.
mon interest in music, a B averACCESSORIES
"Spardi’s World Tour." is the idea
e in music courses and a C overPARTS
parade, the queen
..11 average. Music and non-music around which a
REPAIRS
contest and the downtown mer/72 So. 2nd, S.J.
majors are eligible for memberCY 3-5808
RENTALS
chants’ window display competiship.
tion is centered.
The organization sponsors reEntrants in the parade competicitals, with five scheduled this tion will be put into four divisions;
9C044 9114h/Ohgr6le,
year. Each spring it also helps general floats, novelty, marching
with the Music Educators Na- units and bands.
ir?
bonal conference, bay area
In the general float division
host.
there are two firsts, two seconds
Rowland Schwab is serving the and two thirds being awarded. A
group as president this year. As- sweepstakes winner will receive a
sisting him are John Currey, vice perpetual trophy.
president; Donald Chan, secretary;
In the novelty division a first
Thomas Eagan, treasurer, J. Pat- second and third place trophy
rick McFarland, historian; Donald will be awarded. Marching e!
Nelson, social chairman; Glenn will compete for first place (11W
Norrish. publicity: Louis Pulls, In the band division, (list, second
LEARN
pledge master; Josef Catkins, and third place trophies will 1!.
By joining one of our
!alumni secretary and Jess Russell, given.
choir ditector.
in;truction classes
In the competition rOP win
displays. first, second and i!!.
!place trophies will be awarded. A
plaque will tie given to the perWE WILL TEACH YOU
sonnel member designing the winI full
Bowling Fundamentals
ning display. A perpetual trophy
will be given the winning merhour per
Lane Courtesy
chant
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In 1951. .;:; 11(0,11, patat15,1 Jose’s streets. In wet. soggy !
in front of wet, soggy people iii!!!
students,
In 1959. there were only 29
floats, hut that one con ta ni .ri
Mounted horses, which, of course.
gave the street cleaners a riti,J.
bad time, but nolxxl
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lesson

Actually put you at ease
By expert coaching
from one of our

I lesson
per week

FREE CHRISTMAS EVE PERFUME
TO FIRST 50 GIRLS
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CHILI BEANS

graduate instructors.

Foot Long
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ALL FOR
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Deftly tailored lricks of all wool worsted for those with a more moderate view.
Collect them in solids or plaids or YWPPAS or in
a variety of finer fabric
all with belt loops
,ind pockets.
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We Serve All Kinds of Beverages

1523 West San Carlos
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By MICKEY MINTON
Sounds of the 120 piece SJS
marching band will kick off this
year’s homecoming parade, called
"Spardi’s World Tour," at 5 p.m.
Saturday, according to Bob Ganel,
parade chairman.
The parade will form on Fifth,
Sixth, Eighth and Ninth sts. between St. James and St. John sts.
and the floats will proceed down
First st. to the grandstand at
First and San Carlos sts.
Trophies will be presented to
the first, second and third place
winners in the float, novelty and
!!!ind divisions.
FLOAT JUDGES
Float judges will be Mrs. StanHIT HIM AGAINFraternity men guarding
before the scheduled time Despite chasing off
ley Benz, Dean Robert S. Martin
last year’s bonfire slug it out with University of
several groups, one got the fire lit the next
and George Peacock, Gangi anSanta Clara students who fried to light the fire
day.
nounced. Band judges are to be
Mr. Joseph Baird and Dr. Royce
Jones. Dr. Lowell Walter will
judge the novelty division.
Gangi reported that past homecoming queens also will he in the
parade. Be added that Spartan
Spears, sophomore women’s honorary organization, will usher al
the grandstand.
Float division entries, Gangi
listed as: Alpha Chi Omega and
Delta Sigma Phi; Alpha Omicron
Pi and Delta Upsilon; Associated
Independent Students; Alpha Phi !
By LEORA EARL
cause :15 clowntussn merchants I as it has been anually
and Theta Chi; Chi Omega and! Last year THEY or those from decorated their windows and troIncidentally, the game this yi..J
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Delta Gam- ! Santa Clara university ltwo dis- phies were awarded for top deo- is with Arizona state,
ma and Sigma Nu: Delta Zeta tinct groups, of courset didn’t ra nons.
and Alpha Tau Omega; SJS quite manage to set it on fire
Then there’s the Coronatioi,
We Will Gladly Cash Your I
dormitories; Gamma Phi Beta and completely.
ball. In 1954. 2000 couples danced
Sigma Pi; Kappa Alpha Theta and
There were only a few small to the music issuing from Orin !Checks With Any Purchase I
Theta Xi: Kappa Kappa Gamma’ starts that were quickly extin- Tucker and his orchestra.
I 9-7 WEEKDAYS
10-9 SUN. i
and Sigma Chi; Lambda Delta guished by Greeks while pollee
Hut, of course, there are mans
DE
LA
ROSA’S
MARKET
1,
Sigma; Newman club; Spartan! stood patiently by.
other things that make a perks
598 So. First St.
rentals; Sigma Kappa and Lambda
happy
Homecoming
besides
pi.
But of course, this
those
Chi Alpha; Wendy Glen I; Wendy
mature bonfires, roaring art
people who come over to visit the
Glenn II and Lad Manors
WE SPECIALIZE IN
woodpile with bottles full of gas- sometimes wet parades and dance-.
with music.
NOVELTY ENTRIES
oline might just succeed. And fires
In 1953, a couple of coeds front
Novelty division entries are are mean things when they’re
ALL SWISS AND AMERICAN
listed by Gangi as: AWS; Black early. Just ask anyone who works COP detained by an SJS sorority.
^ WATCHES CLOCKS
They were treated so well they
Masque; Dames club; Hoover hall around liquid oxygen.
AND JEWELRY
iant.ed to stay until after the
drill team; and Merri Lee hall.:’ Actually, with all the publicity .tin(j
Drill teams, he continued, are given the bonfires, anyone might
INNER QUAD RED
scheduled as: Army ROTC and think that’s the highlight of homeAir Force ROTC Blue Devil drill coming. And ii just might he exAlso that year, COP studenis
team.
cept for other things. The Home- painted the Inner Quad red.
High School band entries lining coming Queen cheers things up a
These two events undoubtedly
up for approval will be: Andrew bit, and, certainly, there’s the shattered a lot of highlight
SA P. Hill; Campbell; Livermore; Los parade.
’records.
Gatos; San Jose.
j Nineteen-fifty was the great
SINCE 1948
Aiding Gangi on the homecomSUMS.
There’s always been the parade year. The woodpile was insured
ing parade are: Sue Alfson, as- since Homecoming started in against premature fire by Loyd’s
ShOP
sistant; Kathy Collins. secretary: 1948. That’s when Spardi Gras, of London for $1 million. UnforJEWELERS
Harlene Heller, guests and invita- SJS carnival, seems to have been tunately, or howerver it may be.
1517 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
tions: Bob Lauridsen, parade co- canceled, because, according to nobody collected.
SAN JOSE
BETWEEN BAYSHORE OVERPASS
ordinator; and Spartan Shields, someone in the administration, it
In this, the 14th Homecoming.
ANO
NEW SAFEWAY SIREII MAIM
sophomore men’s honorary or- (Spardi Gras, not the administra- ’ the burning question is burning,
ganization. coordinators.
tion) became a "drunken bra, !"
or a "disgrace to the college ’
Anyway, what a
parade
parade’s always been. In I!!
they even had a conga line.
The one in 1952 drew 2o ,
spectators. Ray Blackmore,
of police, said at the time. "It ,!
! the finest parade I have ever sin San Jose"

Homecoming Appeared in 1948
Along With Floats- Fires -And a Red ’COP’ Inner Quad

rough. La,
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Crucial Grid Game
Slated for Frosh

TOUCHDOWN JOHNNY

Poloists Meet UOP
In League Clash
San Jose State’s varsity tkater Contest will precede the varsity
polo squad travels to Stockton game.
Saturday for a Northern CaliThe SJS varsity, broke into
fornia Water Polo league clash the win column in Its second
with the University of Pacific at game of the ....11/3011 when It
noun.
defeated Foothill junior college
9-6 Oct. 7. Slonsees again scored
4:ouch Lee N’alton’s Spartans
three goals for the Spartans but
hope they can repeat an early
suffered a broken eardrum that
season 4-3 skin user the Tigers
sidelined him for the nest two
:mai improve upon their 14
games.
league mark.
UOP was upset by San Francisco state college in its last game,
6-4, and should be up for this one,
according to Coach Walton.
The Spartans, on the other
hand, absorbed a 13-8 defeat at
the hands of league-leading University of California Saturday in
what Coach Walton called "one of
the best team efforts of the sea...on."
Herb Matter, who has been
the spark plug in the Spartan
attack or late, scored five goals
against i’alifornia. Matter has
turned in r-iict performiumes
even agate...t tough defences. according to Coach N’altort.
SJS opened up the season on
Oct. 6, by losing to a tough Stanford squad 13-5 at Stanford. Jim
Mon.sees, the Spartans top offensive threat, was high scorer for
SJS with three goals.
The Spartans get another crack
at Stanford next Wednesday in
the home pool when the Indians
arrive for a 4:30 p.m. tilt. A frosh

INSIDE iefr*
the
RAMS
BEAD at Grodina
Everything’s relative. Sometime too much so! At least so it
must seem to II.H, who writes,
"I’m a foreign student and live
with relatives. They insist my
clothes are too conservative, although ow friends say I dress
smartly. My latest
buy was a solid
black sport coat
and gray slacks
with
a
small
plaid. Are my
right?
relatives
Should I go more
colorful?’
Your latest outfits smart. Add a
colorful handkerchief and a kit*
moniring tie and you’ll hare all the
color you’ll need.
This criticism baffle’s us. Jack
H. writes, "I have an olive corduroy suit and was criticized for
wearing black flannel slacks
with the coat. What’s wrong
with tills"
Not a thing One advantage at
corduroy is that it’s a good
"mixer." flannel rs an excellent
companion and, as is happens,
black and olive make a perfect
combination.
"Would a reproduction of a
coat of arms on
my blazer look
ostentatious?" L.
R. asks, "I’m of
English descent
and there’s a recorded coat-ofinns for the family of my name.
I lowever. I don’t want to give
the idea I’m trying to impress
...on, What’s your opinion?"
You’re
not a
wouldn’t
of arms
wear it.

using it as a decoration,
declaration. Most at an
know an authentic coat
if we saw one Certainly

CLOTHES-ING NOTES A
pharmacologist forecasts men will
soon wear makeup. Can’t you
oust see yourself borrowing lipstick from the girls ? .. And
speaking about borrowing, your
roommate or pal will like your
slim new LUCKY "13" slacks from
GRODINS so much, better hide
’em They’re the slimmest slacks
under the sun ...with the new 13
inch bottoms. You almost have to
butter your ankles to get into ’em.
Authentic duck cloth in black or
laden only 4.95 at GRODINS.
Corduroy 6.95.
PS. Men under 21 may open their
own charge account at Grodins.
Have you a clothes problem that’s
a pallier? fell it to us If your knot
always looks one-sided, our illustrated leaflet, TIE RIGHT, is probably just what you need, for your
copy, drop in at

SJS Night Encounter Scheduled;
Gridders Look to Even Record

In their third outing, the Spartans nipped UOP 4-3 in the most
thrilling game of the season. Austin Wiswell scored the deciding
goal with 3:45 left in the game.
Without Monsees SJS was no
match for the San Francisco
Olympic Club which routed the
Spartans 22-7 Oct. 13, Bob Gaughran paced the Olympic Club blitz
with seven goals. Matter and 13ot,
Wegman scored two apiece to lead
the Spartans.
The Spartans dropped an 11-5
contest to California Oct. 18.
Monsees, who saw only limited
action, scored three goals to pace
the SJS attack.
Taking a rest from league action, SJS dropped a hard fought
16-13 decision to a star-studded
Alumni aggregation. Dale Anderson and Art Lambert. former
Spartan greats, scored five goals
and four goals, respectively. Alonsees tallied five for SJS.
The Spartans got bark into
the win column last Wednesday
when they registered a convincing 14-6 victory over San Fran(Age state college in the loser’s
pooL Matter was the big man
for the Spartans with four
points.
The SJS frosh have had a tough
time this season and has compiled
only a 3-6 record. However, the
Spartan yearlings include some
promising boys among their number.
The Spartan frosh have gained
victories over the San Francisco
state JV’s, San Jose city college
and Carlmont high school. The
frosh don’t play again until next
Wednesday when they face the
Stanford yearlintN in the home
pool.

Former Spartan
Ken Venturi Tops
Golfers With 67
Former Spartan Ken Venturi
fired a 67 to highlight the action
at the San Jose State golf exhibition at San Jose Country Club
last Sunday. Also playing with
Venturi were Jerry Barber, Spartan star John Lutz and former
state amateur champ Eli Bariteau.
Unofficial medal scores showed
Venturi with a 67, Barber a 68,
Lotz, 69 and Bariteau a 70.
Heavy winds hampered the play
of the four linksters.
Venturi reported that plans are
under way to make the exhibition
an annual event.
Both Venturi and Barber will
be seen in action at the Almaden
Open starting tomorrow.
Venturi and Bariteau got off to
a fast start with the latter nabbing a birdie on the first hole.
Barber did the same on the third
hole.
Venturi sank a 20-foot putt on I
the 14th hole.

’TOUCHDOWN’ JOHNNY JOHNSON will
play a vital role in the Spartans’ homecoming
titanic with Arizona State university. Johnson,
a junior from Los Angeles, picked up 73 yards
rushing against Washington State to lead the
Spartans in that department. He played a key
role in San Jose’s 12-7 victory over the Sun

Intramural Football

Fraternity Representatives
Discuss Eligibility Mixups
By STEVE CHELL
Editors Note: This is the first of a
two part series on th current eligibility rule mix-up in fraternity intramural league. Part Ithe fraternities’
opinions.
Five SJS fraternity intramural
football teams have been seriously
affected by misinterpretations of
or disregard for the intramural
sports eligibility rules.
Representatives from these five,
Sigma Chi, ATO, SAE, PiKA, and
the Phi Sigs, along with Intramurals Director Dan Unruh and
other fraternity representatives,
may soon sit down to discuss the
present rules to discover whether
or not these measures fit in with
the San Jose State intramurals
program.
ATO, Sigma Chi and SAE
were all forced to forfeit games
to opponents, the result of their
using an Ineligible man in the
forfeited contests.
PiKA and the Phi Sigs profited
by the forfeitures and now are
on the top rung of the fraternity
league ladder with 5-0 records.
Of the 16 eligibility rules, only
four have come into question. ATO
and SAE were both charged with
disregarding rule number three,
which states, "freshman award
111011 :11’1’ 1110 clistitrio tri ciimpete in

BIG FACTORY PROMOTION

SOLEX
The World Famous Motorbike
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Very Low Price of Only

$11900

The latest model . . . quiet as a sewing
machine . . . 250 miles per gallon.
Ideal transportation for students
teachers . . . professors.
weighs only
No parking problems
60 pounds.
For boys and girls from 16-86 years old.
Ride it now at:

111)tor Se(loters
leadcr,
Pril6i/P,
VALLEY FAIR. 2101 Steven Cm* Imitavaid
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Devils last year with a timely 44 yard dash up
the middle to score SJS’ winning touchdown
in the third quarter in Tempe before a crowd
of 30,000. Last season as a sophomore, Johnson gained 523 yards rushing to lead San Jose
in that department. He was among the national
leaders with II touchdowns.

SAN JOSE

CY 447114

the intramural sport for which
they received the award until they
have remained out of competitnon
for one year in that particular
sport."
Ben Lujan and Tom Kneeshaw,
representatives from ATO, have
"no objections" to the ruling made
by Unruh, but feel that rule number three should be changed. They
believe that a freshman letterman
should not he penalized for failing
to turn out for the varsity squad
the following year.
Mike Mein of the once leagueleading SAE’s, also feels that rule
number three should be changed.
The ruling is unfair, he said,
because "our ineligible player
played very little last seamm
with the freslunan, and yet he
lettered because the coach felt
that every team member gave
enough of his time to deserve
the letter."
"It’s coming to the point where
it’s not who can play the best
football, but who can play the
best politics," Melin continued,
"and this is wrecking the spirit of
fraternity football."
Sigma Chi violated related rules
four, five and six, The sixth regulation, however, which states "any
student who has been enrolled or
considered as a full fledged member of a varsity or freshman
squad by the coach shall be considered a members of that squad
until released by the coach," It
the specific rule which caused
their forfeitures.
"We don’t really have any excuse," remarked Sigma Chi
spokesman Suggs Jolly, "hilt we
didn’t commit the infrartion intentionally. Our ineligible player
quit the San Jose State varsity
because he was led to believe
that he would receive a scholarship. He didn’t. And we felt that
this quitting justified his being
"released" by the coach."
And what about PiK A and the
Phi Sitesthe two teams which
1,-:iperl into the league lead when
forfeitures popped oat of
,rith’s office?
’,turally, we feel rather happy
..out being in first place." re irked Gary Hughes, PiKA rep--entative, "but, on the other
inil, all these ruling are making
leke out of the league.
It seems that a member of a
,ternity should be agle to play
his fraternity, as long as he is
varsity
not participating in that
4.,,,rt at the time. We’ve already
.st two games as far as we are
mcerned," he said.

Have Amoroso, speaking for
the Phi Sign, agrees that the
forfeitures have a had effect on
the league and terms the rulings
"unfortunate."
"We feel that it is an unfortunate situation," he said, "but that
it’s a good thing for Director
Unruh to crack down on these
rulings."
TOMORROW: Intramurals Director Dan Unruh gives his interpretations and opinions on the
elgibility rules and mix-ups.

Ity ED LEVINE
Looking to even Its win record
the San Jose State Spartababes go
up against the College of Sequoias
at Visalia, Saturday, Nov. 4, at
8 p.m.
Stuck with a 1-2 record so
far the Spartababe frosts, under coach Rob Jones, are hungry for a much needed win.
Things are not going to be looking any better for the frosh after
the Sequoia game. The SJS frosh
must meet the SF JV’s and the
Cal frosh.
The Gator JV’s look tough and
the Cal frosh eleven is undefeated.
Promising not to be any pushover the College of Sequoia gridironers will be looking for win
number four out of five outings.
Sporting one lone win, a 34-16
thriller against Fresno state,
against two losses against the
Stanford and Santa Clara JV’s
the S,114 frosh Ls looking mean
In scrimmage.
The College of Sequoia footballers lost a high scoring game
to Allan Hancock college 36-26
and a squeaker 25-24 to Coalinga
college.
Sequoia’s top signal caller is
Doug Buckman, who is fresh from
quarterbacking the North in the
Kern Senior Bowl.
Giant head football coach,
Dick Jacobsen, 111118 plenty of
talented material to work with
this season. Particular attention
must be paid to All-Conferenee
end Larry Crinnback.
One of the Giants’ top assets
this year will be speed. Freshman
Jim Blakeney, a 9.7 sprinter who
participated in the Shrine AllStar game, is a constant harassment to opponents with his burning speed that makes him a
break-away threat.
In the beginning of the 1961
gridiron season COS was tied for
29th spot in the nation in preseason ratings.
The San Jose State Spartababes
will counter COS’s speed with
Morris Compton a 9.7 sprinter
from Castlemont high school.
Mike Burke and lithium Kato
meheiwa wIll share- the quarterbacking chores. Kaumeheiwa
presents a constant threat on
the (VS roll out option plays,
lie is accurate with the short
pass and unloads the big aerial
when everyone least expects it.
Burke, an All-City QB at St.

Ignatius high
sp:irkleh
his long passes that seem
to his
the target among the
tu,sts r,1
enemy defenders.
In a recent intro-stin,t crim.
mage the blues downed [lie
reds
14-7. Looking exceptionallY
pot
for the Spartababes was Holt 4,
gel, who has recovered from
t
cracked rib, Jerry Koch. and Jay
Opperman.
It looks like the Spartababei
will face another tough aipanent
Saturday night. Whether he week
of layoff will hurt the Erseth 5.
mains to be seen.
Frost’ coach Bob Jones Is the
newest member of the grialro
staff. Jones joined the Spartans
In 1960. Bob, it grldder ill 1114
college days at the linisersib
of California, came to San Jose
State from Cubberly high whool
In Palo Alto.
At Cubberly, Jones’ te:wi had a,
record of 29 victories, sis, defeats
and one tie. Ile won two South
Peninsula League ehantoionshipi
BETTER LATE Tilts
DETROIT (UPI, Jot. Schmidt
veteran linebacker on thr. betroit
Lions, failed to score a tottehdess
for seven years but got to,, in the
1960 season, one on ii pas intel.
ception and the other on a tumble
recovery.
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